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ABSTRACT

The problem of violent extremism in the United States is complex and, now more than ever, it is politically charged. This thesis critically analyzes countering violent extremism (CVE) efforts in the United States since 2011 to reveal a number of adverse, unintended consequences stemming from policy and programming. Using open-source research, the thesis also establishes a dataset to describe federal CVE efforts, which is evaluated through a sociopsychological lens to determine the impact of the efforts on communities, organizations, and individuals. While many adverse consequences are identified, they culminate in one troublesome conclusion: that current U.S. CVE programming is contributing to greater national insecurity. This research provides recommendations designed to mitigate the damaging impacts of CVE efforts that have already taken root—such as institutionalized racism and insufficient attention on domestic terrorism—and offers data-driven suggestions for policymakers. The findings of this research call for a fundamental restructuring of the U.S. counterterrorism strategy; rather than interdicting violence, the strategy must focus on preventing violence. Preventing terrorism, as shown through this research, begins with countering the susceptibility of vulnerable individuals to violent radicalization and recruitment tactics.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Between September 12, 2001, and December 31, 2016, there were eighty-five violent extremist attacks in the United States, which resulted in over 225 fatalities.\(^1\) Tragically, this number became outdated almost immediately after it was reported; at least five attacks killed a dozen more people between January 2017 and November 2017. These incidents include the murder of a transit security guard, shot in Denver, Colorado, in January; the August murder of a young woman who was run over by a car while protesting the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville, Virginia; and the November murder of eight pedestrians who were intentionally run over by a truck driver in New York City.\(^2\)

The problem of violent extremism in the United States is complex and, now more than ever, politically charged. In 2011, the U.S. government released two documents intended to drive its strategy for countering violent extremism (CVE): the National Strategy on Empowering Local Partners to Prevent Violent Extremism, and the Strategic Implementation Plan for that strategy document.\(^3\) Using open-source information, this thesis studies domestic CVE efforts since 2011 through a sociopsychological lens to establish a practical perspective. In doing so, the research identifies and empirically catalogs traditionally anecdotal narratives on the impact of CVE efforts in the United States.

---


to strategically illuminate their adverse, unintended consequences. While current CVE efforts have also garnered positive and intended results, this research indicates that the negative consequences outweigh the efforts’ originally beneficial purposes.

A number of these adverse consequences have been caused by inherent vulnerabilities in or inconsistent implementation of the aforementioned guiding documents—for instance, the documents fail to address domestic terrorism. Discrepancies between word and deed, especially when it comes to addressing all forms of violent extremism, pose a danger to democracy: they exacerbate systemic racial profiling and stigmatizing of individuals in CVE-targeted communities. Furthermore, this research reveals the dangerous impact of current public policy in the United States. Current policy, irrespective of actual threat information, conflates criminal terror-related activity with partisan civil immigration reform; this has bred relative deprivation among unfairly targeted U.S. citizens, who do not have equitable avenues to redress their grievances.

One of the most concerning findings is that these marginalized individuals are at greater risk for embarking on the complex journey toward radicalizing to violence. As such, this research concludes with one overarching consequence: current CVE efforts in the United States are contributing to greater national insecurity. Simply put, existing CVE practices inadvertently nudge individuals toward the staircase of radicalization to violence.4

This thesis offers recommendations for mitigating the damaging consequences of CVE efforts that have already taken root, and offers data-driven improvement options for policymakers to consider. For example, for the government to holistically improve national security and resilience against manmade disasters, policy and resources should prioritize countering probable—rather than improbable—violent extremist incidents. The most significant recommendation in this thesis, however, is for the fundamental restructuring of the U.S. government’s approach to counterterrorism. Currently, the United States prioritizes law enforcement efforts that interdict how individuals radicalize to violence.

---

This often consists of mostly, if not entirely, pre-criminal activity outside the jurisdiction of law enforcement and the criminal justice system. Rather, the focus should be on addressing the more difficult sociopsychological factors at the root of why individuals radicalize to violence to begin with. As agreed by most counterterrorism experts, most domestic and international CVE practitioners, and by the very individuals most affected by CVE-targeted efforts, success in preventing terrorism begins with making our citizens less susceptible to recruitment and radicalization tactics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In some cases, the law of unintended consequences could create a perverse effect contrary to what was originally intended and ultimately making the problem worse.

Robert K. Merton

Unintended consequences can be beneficial, damaging, underestimated, or even ironic. For instance, time and research have proven that aspirin, which was originally developed to relieve pain, has the beneficial, unintended consequence of being an effective and affordable anticoagulant medication for high-risk stroke patients. A 2001 study showed that cigarette smoking has an ironic unintended consequence: it may lower the smoker’s risk of contracting Parkinson’s disease. And there is certainly no shortage in examples of harmful unintended consequences. This thesis explores one such example: the harmful, unintended consequences of U.S. countering violent extremism (CVE) efforts. Unintended harmful consequences stemming from public policy are not uncommon. In a recent example, private companies in the United States have eliminated jobs to compensate for the Affordable Care Act’s impact on profits. Also recently, politically charged counterterrorism policies, intended to interdict funding to terrorist organizations, have gravely affected the ability of philanthropic organizations around the world to receive donations, leaving them severely under-resourced. This is not a new phenomenon,


however; as far back as 1920, the government instituted Prohibition—which restricted the manufacture, sale, and transport of alcohol—in an attempt to abate social perceptions of moral decline amid rising criminal activity. Unintended consequences of Prohibition included increased unemployment, tax revenue deficiencies, a rise in alcoholism, even higher rates of criminal activity, and corruption in law enforcement.6 Had policymakers evaluated the unintended consequences of similar public policy decisions in Massachusetts and Maine during the late 1800s, however, they may have predicted these challenges and considered more viable solutions. Prohibition offers a unique parallel for examining the unintended consequences of CVE efforts in America, as CVE is another gallant attempt to simultaneously address societal changes and prevent a type of crime.

The purpose of this thesis is to identify and explore the adverse, unintended consequences of domestic CVE efforts. This thesis defines CVE efforts as the policies and programs designed to prevent individuals from engaging in political, social, cultural, single-issue, racial, and/or religiously motivated violence while also fostering a “whole of society” approach to strengthening community resilience against a range of threats. Although the exploration is critical, the goal of this thesis is not to condemn current CVE programs. Rather, the goal is to make a positive, constructive contribution toward the homeland security enterprise’s goal of enhancing community safety and resilience against threats posed by violent extremism. Using a sociopsychological lens to explore programmatic efforts both national and internationally, this thesis offers a practical perspective on domestic CVE efforts. Additionally, this research identifies and catalogs traditionally anecdotal narratives on the impact of domestic efforts to build a data set for revealing the adverse, unintended consequences of those efforts.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Since the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001 (henceforth referred to as 9/11), extremists have been increasingly attempting acts of violence in the United States and

---

abroad; in some cases, these attempts have been successful. Violent extremists have also increasingly accomplished smaller-scale lethal assaults across the United States using fear, intimidation, and violence to pursue an ideologically motivated mission, and they often explain their motives in online manifestoes or on social media platforms. According to the New American Foundation, seventy-four people were killed in United States at the hands of violent extremists between September 2001 and June 2015.8 A 2015 study by the Southern Poverty Law Center concluded that between April 2009 and February 2015, a domestic terrorist attack was foiled or occurred, on average, every thirty-four days. Only one or two individuals plotted 90 percent of these attacks.9 And these startling statistics do not take into account the violent second half of 2015, when four major attacks resulted in another seventy-six deaths and hundreds injured physically and psychologically: the Pulse Nightclub massacre in Orlando, Florida, which left forty-nine innocent people dead; the attack at the historic Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, South Carolina, where nine parishioners were murdered while attending service; the death of four military personnel in a shooting at a military recruitment center in Chattanooga, Tennessee; and the December attack in San Bernardino, California, in which fourteen people were slain while attending an office holiday party.

In April 2017, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) released the most recent aggregate data on violent extremism. In that release, the GAO reported that eighty-five violent extremist attacks between September 12, 2001, and December 31, 2016, resulted in over 225 fatalities.10 Tragically, this number is already woefully dated. From January 2017 to November 2017, there were at least five violent extremist attacks with

over a dozen fatalities. This includes the January shooting of a transit security guard in Denver, Colorado; the August murder of a young woman run over by a car at the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville, Virginia; and the November murder of eight pedestrians run over on a bicycle path in New York City. Furthermore, for reasons unknown, these data do not include attempted violent extremist attacks in Minneapolis and Oklahoma, for example, in which no fatalities occurred. These data also exclude the 2017 violent extremist attack in Las Vegas, in which a gunman expertly plotted and executed an attack, firing over 1,100 rounds of ammunition into a crowd and killing fifty-eight people. Finally, these data also exclude the death of twenty-six church-goers in Sutherland Spring, Texas, shot to death on November 5, 2017.

The problem of violent extremism in the United States is complex and, now more than ever, it is politically charged. In August 2011, President Obama issued a counterterrorism plan to describe how the federal government would support American communities in preventing violent extremism. The strategy, entitled the National Strategy on Empowering Local Partners to Prevent Violent Extremism (henceforth referred to as the National Strategy), was followed four months later by the release of a Strategic Implementation Plan (SIP) for the same document. The SIP provides the nation with a


loose understanding of the violent extremism problem, and declares a goal of preventing extremists from inspiring and radicalizing Americans to carry out acts of violence.\textsuperscript{15}

During the Obama administration, numerous experts offered testimony to Congress concerning violent extremism; this includes the October 2015 hearing of Secretary Jeh Johnson to the House Committee on Homeland Security. Secretary Johnson stressed to the House Committee that the threat of violent extremism is increasingly complex, dynamic, and rapidly evolving in ways that differ from the terrorist threats faced in the United States immediately following 9/11.\textsuperscript{16} Secretary Johnson’s testimony indicates that the decentralized nature of violent extremism makes these types of terrorism plots increasingly difficult to detect.\textsuperscript{17} Furthermore, he rightfully contends that the potential for deadly, small-scale attacks by individuals inspired by terrorists and their affiliated organization or groups, as opposed to individuals directed by a terrorist organization specifically, are on the rise. These findings are similarly expressed by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), an agency that prioritizes the development and implementation of CVE programming in accordance with administration priorities.\textsuperscript{18} In July 2016, the former director for the Office for Community Partnerships for Countering Violent Extremism at the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS), George Selim, submitted written testimony to the Subcommittee on National Security. In the testimony, Selim underscores that both DHS and DOJ are concerned about the rise in recruitment and radicalization efforts coming from

\textsuperscript{15} Executive Office of the President, \textit{Strategic Implementation Plan}.


\textsuperscript{17} The interchangeable use of violent extremism and terrorism by the U.S. government is noteworthy, and it is addressed in a later section of this thesis.

designated terrorist organizations, both domestic and foreign.\textsuperscript{19} To address this persistent threat, the Obama administration mandated the formation of the CVE Task Force, led by DHS in close coordination with DOJ. One responsibility of this task force included evaluating, and modifying, efforts to implement the SIP, which it did on October 19, 2016, with the release of updated CVE National Strategy and SIP.\textsuperscript{20}

As of the writing of this thesis, the future of this interagency effort remains unclear under the new Trump administration. The administration’s official statements and positions are limited within open-source data. Perhaps the most telling piece of information, however, is that the CVE and CVE Task Force page on the WhiteHouse.gov website is no longer there.\textsuperscript{21} While there appears to be no official statement from the White House on the future of CVE specifically, a significant portion of this thesis identifies and discusses the discernable shift in counterterrorism and CVE efforts under the Trump administration. The threat of violent extremism has evolved, and the need to build on conventional counterterrorism approaches to meet the demands of this dynamic threat environment remains a significant challenge for the national security mission.

B. RESEARCH QUESTION

What are the adverse, unintended consequences of the current approach to the CVE mission in the United States?

While it remains to be seen if the Trump administration will retain or revoke the national strategy set forth by the Obama administration, including the definitions and priorities established in the 2011 and 2016 National Strategy, it remains—as of the writing of this thesis—the guiding policy by which the U.S. government (USG) aims to counter


\textsuperscript{21} As of November 24, 2017, the website WhiteHouse.gov and guiding documents were no longer available. Some reference material can still be found at https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov.
violent extremism. As such, this research question serves as the foundation for exploring various components of CVE in the United States, and in particular the impact of efforts under the 2011 and 2016 National Strategy.

By studying unintended consequences and conducting a critical evaluation of existing narratives, data, and literature, can one conclude that current CVE programming has failed to achieve the intended goal or preventing and countering violent extremism? As Chapter III argues, the United States’ Western allies face a far graver threat from violent extremism and are years ahead of the United States in terms of program development and maturity. Therefore, to what extent, if any, is the USG leveraging the best practices and lessons learned from similarly structured international partners? Additionally, how are the two leading federal agencies responsible for CVE efforts—DHS and DOJ—jointly and independently executing this mission, and by what metrics are they assessing qualitative outcomes? Finally, and arguably most importantly, how has the contentious 2016 presidential election—both the executive branch’s change in political party and the marked rise in social conflict—impacted CVE programming?

C. HYPOTHESIS

This thesis hypothesizes that the United States’ intended national security goal has become unachievable—due in large part to the implementation and unintended consequences of the National Strategy. The adverse consequences include, but are not limited to, the misguided identification of security threats and allocation of mitigating resources, the securitization of constitutionally protected activity, and the sustained social and psychological impact of racial profiling and stigmatization of individuals and communities targeted by CVE efforts. This research also hypothesizes that continued, unchanged implementation of existing CVE efforts will result in greater national insecurity and citizens’ vulnerability to extremist recruitment and radicalization.

For the USG to truly prevent violent extremism, it must make a fundamental shift in its approach toward counterterrorism and violent extremism. Any amount of success in preventing terrorism begins with countering the susceptibility of vulnerable populations to recruitment and radicalization tactics. To truly reach its CVE goals, the USG must
immediately rectify the consequences identified in this thesis and develop new, data-driven policies that are grounded in nonsecuritized partnerships with communities and that focus on the sociopsychological drivers of criminal violence.

D. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

This section articulates the research strategy and discusses the methods of analysis, data sources, and research limitations of this thesis. In working to develop an empirical data set from diverse and largely anecdotal qualitative information, each phase of the methodology includes ethical considerations, as this section explains. With data collected through the literature review and comparative case study, the researcher employed Dr. Fathali Moghaddam’s staircase to terrorism theory to identify adverse, unintended consequences of domestic CVE efforts and options for improvement.22

1. Methods of Analysis

This research leverages two primary methodologies, a formative program evaluation in Chapter II, the literature review, and a comparative case study analysis in Chapter III. The literature review provides a foundational data set to establish an understanding of existing CVE programs across the federal government. The literature review also catalogs disparate narratives about the impact of these initiatives on the diverse communities involved.

a. Formative Program Evaluation

In his book Evaluation Thesaurus, Michael Scriven defines evaluation as the process of “determining the merit, worth and value of things … as a key analytical process in all disciplined intellectual and practical endeavors”23 Evaluations in social science research can be categorized into two types, summative and formative. Summative evaluations are a collection or summary of data at the conclusion of a program that leads

---


to an assessment or final judgment. External audiences or decision-makers often conduct summative evaluations, focusing on both conclusive outcomes and processes. Conversely, formative evaluations during the development and/or improvement phase of a program support analysis between the program and its intended outcomes prior to its conclusion. This thesis employs a formative program evaluation to assess the impact of USG CVE efforts.

b. Comparative Case Study Analysis

As a research method, case studies are used to advance the understanding of complex individual, group, organizational, and social phenomena. The real-world perspective of case study analysis is essential for evaluating unintended consequences because it provides the context needed to draw conclusions about patterns of behavior. Specifically with regard to social science research, such as the study of international relations and group behavior, researchers often use case studies to provide a basis for empirically applying qualitative data to a context in order to limit subjectivity. This research uses case studies for this very reason—to limit subjectivity when applying qualitative data to derive unintended consequences.

2. Data Sources

While combatting violent extremism is a shared responsibility across the U.S. homeland security enterprise, the literature identifies DOJ—which includes both the U.S. Attorney’s Office (USAO) and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)—and DHS as the primary agencies to study. Since 2011, DHS and DOJ have been informal federal CVE

---

28 Yin, 4.
leads; their publicly available policies, programs, and budget guidance provide a foundation for data analysis.

Congressional testimonies, government oversight reports, and public statements from elected officials also serve as data sources for this research. Arguably, the most significant data source, especially for the formative program evaluation, is the compilation of open-source analysis from academia, think tanks, and social science researchers as well as community-based nonprofit organizations, which have publicly commented on the impact of government CVE programs. The use of case studies to evaluate related international CVE programs, as well as a domestic case study on the policy of racial profiling, provides support to empirically ground the qualitative data and also serves to establish parallels that substantively identify adverse, unintended consequences.

It is critical to underscore that further shifts in CVE-related public policy will inevitably have occurred upon publication of this research, as this matter remains on the forefront of the national security agenda. However, given the trajectory of public policy since January 2017, it appears possible, if not probable, that such public policy shifts will exacerbate the adverse, unintended consequences and conclusions found in this research. This thesis argues that the terms countering violent extremism and preventing violent extremism have been unproductively conflated. Also, as Chapter IV extensively discusses, regardless of intention, the reality is that domestic CVE initiatives are neither community-led nor are they focused on the whole of society. Rather, they are increasingly grounded in kinetic, law enforcement–based operations, which focus on a specific type of violent extremism. Conversely, the prevention of violent extremism operates in the pre-crime space, focusing on the psychological influences of social equity and status, resources, identity, and violent behavior. The criminal justice system is not best suited to address these issues, nor to facilitate locally led solutions between the public, private, and nonprofit sectors. So long as changes in public policy fail to meaningfully address the adverse consequences of U.S. CVE efforts that have already taken root—and so long as they fail to recognize the aforementioned distinction between countering and preventing violent extremism—greater national insecurity will remain a reality.
3. Research Limitations

In 2015, Candace Karp wrote an analysis of emerging strategies to address the “dynamic and arguable phenomena of terrorism and violent extremism.”

This phrase quite accurately summarizes the limitations of this research. The most noticeable—albeit the least impactful—limitation is the timeline associated with most of the statistical reporting, case studies, and federal initiatives. The majority of data collection and research for this thesis had concluded by early 2017, primarily covering the years 2001 to 2016. That said, this research discusses 2017 throughout as an increasingly dangerous year in terms of violent extremism, including the most deadly act of violent extremism yet, the Las Vegas shooting.

A second limitation of this research is that it is bound by open-source data. However, the value of using strictly open-source information is twofold. First, it demonstrates the quality and quantity of authoritative data available to the public on this imperative topic. In terms of specific federal policies, programs, and metrics, open-source information is sparse at best (an issue Chapter II addresses). Second, using only open-source data ensures the widest possible dissemination of this research, such that it can be utilized and challenged. Using restricted information, such as classified intelligence or law enforcement sensitive documents, would restrict distribution of this research and thus constrain access by its intended audiences—CVE practitioners, policymakers, program developers, and impacted community-based organizations and leaders.

Finally, to preemptively eliminate a research limitation, the following section explains the decision-making process for including and/or eliminating specific topics often found in CVE literature. Despite emerging controversial perspectives on existing CVE research, this researcher accepted and did not reevaluate certain generally accepted CVE


30 On October 1, 2017, Stephen Paddock shot more than 1,100 rounds of ammunition from his hotel room in Las Vegas, firing on a crowd of concert attendees. He killed fifty-eight people and injured nearly 600 in minutes. To date, this is the single deadliest mass shooting in the United States. As the motive remains unknown, it is possible this may not be an act violent extremism as defined in this research.
fundamentals if they did not impact this research. In an effort to counter potential limitations further, Chapter II defines terms critical to this research.

a. **Distinguishing CVE from Counterterrorism**

CVE is largely considered a counterterrorism tool and an integral part of the United States’ counterterrorism missions both domestically and abroad.\(^\text{31}\) When it comes to federally influenced CVE efforts, a great deal of literature exists on the legal implications related to privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties.\(^\text{32}\) As such, this thesis does not address the historical emergence of CVE and evolution of soft power versus hard power as a counterterrorism strategy during the George W. Bush and Obama administrations.\(^\text{33}\) In fact, discourse on the legal and societal implications of conflating CVE and counterterrorism serves as a tangential contributor to the adverse, unintended consequences identified in Chapter IV. For example, domestic CVE efforts are connected to various agencies working in the intelligence community, and their involvement creates fear in increasingly securitized communities. Whether real or perceived, this rising fear is a significant contributing factor in unintended consequences of CVE efforts.\(^\text{34}\)

b. **Terrorism versus Violent Extremism**

Along the same lines, this thesis avoids distinguishing between terrorism and violent extremism. This is not to say it is unimportant to distinguish between these terms; the related discourse is simply so extensive that it would distract from the purpose of this research. This research recognizes the USG’s interchangeable use of *terrorism* and *violent extremism* as a contributing factor to CVE challenges and establishes working definitions for the purposes of this study in Chapter II. For example, insurgent terrorism, left- or right-
wing terrorism, ethno-nationalist terrorism, eco-terrorism, lone wolf terrorism, single-issue terrorism, and cyber terrorism all present unique challenges. Like many scholars, Bruce Hoffman all but dedicated an entire book (Inside Terrorism) to defining terrorism. In it he writes, “Terrorism is where politics and violence intersect…. [Terrorists] plan their operations in a manner that will shock, impress, and intimidate … to capture the attention of the media, and in turn, of the public and government as well.” Terrorism and violent extremism under this definition can be—and are—used interchangeably by researchers, public officials, and practitioners.

c. **Community Policing**

Another common topic absent from this research is community policing. Community policing is widely considered a best practice for law enforcement to address a common problem for a common good, and it is written about at length in the CVE context. For the 2014 annual International CVE Research Conference, Stevan Weine and Ahmed Younis co-authored a paper on law enforcement capabilities that could be meaningfully integrated into CVE-specific community policing practices. However, focusing on such a large body of research is not particularly relevant for identifying the unintended consequences of CVE efforts. Instead, this research evaluates the role of the law enforcement and criminal justice systems in a broader context—in terms of the implications of securitizing trusted, voluntary partnerships between the public, private, and nonprofit members of a community.

---
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d. Comparing Apples to Oranges: Absent International Players

Finally, it is important to address the absence of major international players in this research, such as Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), despite their role in CVE on the global stage. This is not a research limitation so much as an intentional exclusion to strengthen the research design. The leading international body exploring the issue of violent extremism is the Global Counterterrorism Forum (GCTF), which was established in September 2013.\textsuperscript{39} Representatives from a variety of federal agencies hold prominent positions in the GCTF, as do partners from at least thirty other nations.\textsuperscript{40} Co-chaired by the UAE and United Kingdom (UK), the GCTF created a CVE working group to address what the forum had identified as one of the greatest emerging terrorism-related challenges—violent extremism. The GCTF established the International Centre of Excellence for Countering Violent Extremism in Abu Dhabi and lauded Saudi Arabia for creating one of the “leading” approaches to CVE through the Care Rehabilitation Center in Riyadh.\textsuperscript{41}

Despite these subjective accolades, this thesis intentionally avoids using the UAE, Saudi Arabia, and a few others nations represented in the GCTF for case study analysis because their positions as autocratic regimes inherently conflict with the democratic principles on which the United States and its national CVE strategy are founded. Moreover, abject human rights violations accepted as common practice in these countries are a factor that cannot be overlooked in general, much less on this issue specifically. The UAE and Saudi Arabia alike have an established pattern of human rights violations and allow abuse of migrant workers.\textsuperscript{42} For example, the Criminal Court of Saudi Arabia enacted a new “anti-terrorism” law enabling indefinite and arbitrary imprisonment of convicted criminals, and it includes language that criminalizes any form of peaceful activism against the
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regime. Moreover, public beheadings remain the prominent form of execution, and the country surpassed its own record by executing 102 criminals by June of 2015—a number that includes foreign nationals. Furthermore, the U.S. Department of State recently identified a series of human rights violations committed in the UAE, including its failure to address discrimination issues, especially among migrant women workers who remain excluded from legal labor protections. Grounded in a psychology of terrorism framework, this research required the use of similarly structured Western liberal democracies to derive lessons learned and best practices.

4. Output

The purpose of this research is to help policymakers recognize and rectify the adverse, unintended consequences of CVE efforts that are derailing national security efforts. In addition to providing improvement options for consideration, this researcher’s review of existing literature and synthesis of new data set have produced an aggregate of findings that inform mitigation strategies to prevent these consequences from causing further harm. The threats posed by violent extremism are growing; extremists’ tactics and vulnerabilities are evolving; public policy is being developed and released ever-more rapidly. The time to critically evaluate and redesign the national strategy for counterterrorism is now.

43 Human Rights Watch.
E. CHAPTER OUTLINE

While this chapter has provided an understanding of the research question, methodology, and objectives, it is in Chapter II, the literature review, that the main body of research takes shape. A significant chapter in this research, the literature review is also a standalone piece of research that serves two key functions. First, it establishes the data from which the researcher conducted a formative program evaluation of USG strategies and programs to combat violent extremism since 2011. Second, through the course of collecting and evaluating largely anecdotal assessments, this literature review has created a new data source on CVE impacts. Given the complexity of this subject, Chapter II concludes with a critical discussion of relevant terminology associated with violent extremism and describes the importance of a standardized lexicon to accurately reflect the threats to and the intent of CVE efforts. The literature review also demonstrates that semantics around CVE are just as critical a part of the solution as they are a symptom of, and irritant to, its problems.

Chapter III presents a comparative case study of the Commonwealth of Australia to strengthen the data and further validate the findings. Australia’s CVE experiences and principles—which are more mature than those of the United States—it’s similarities in political structure with the United States, and the impact of its efforts thus far make Australia a compelling case analysis. The case study informs mitigation strategies that can be used in U.S. CVE efforts.

Chapter IV evaluates the findings of the literature review and comparative case study analysis, then applies them to the sociopsychological staircase to terrorism theory. This methodology contextualizes the adverse, unintended consequences of domestic CVE efforts, including vulnerabilities in the current CVE approach and its dangers to democratic principles. This extensive discussion—which ranges from racial profiling and stigmatization to the misappropriated focus of resources to prevent violent extremism and the related legal limitations—leads to a single overarching unintended consequence: this thesis argues that federal efforts to counter violent extremism have a high risk of inadvertently putting vulnerable individuals within CVE-targeted communities on a pathway to violent extremism. As mentioned, the critical nature of this research does not
suggest that positive consequences—whether intended or unintended—of domestic CVE efforts are absent. However, the goal of this research is to determine if the adverse consequences might derail national security efforts; as such, it does not address positive outcomes of CVE efforts.

This research concludes in Chapter V, which links the main findings to recommendations for improving the domestic approach to CVE. These recommendations are designed to both mitigate the damaging impacts of CVE efforts that have already taken root and to offer data-driven improvement recommendations for policymakers. Most significantly, this thesis endorses a fundamental redesign of CVE efforts (a national security priority) from the current model—which leverages law enforcement to interdict the process by which violent extremists mobilize to commit a crime—toward a new model of prevention based on the sociopsychological factors that explain why individuals radicalize to violence.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Countering violent extremism is the use of non-coercive means, to dissuade individuals or groups from mobilizing towards violence, and to mitigate recruitment, support, or engagement in ideologically motivated or justified terrorism … in furtherance of political objectives.

Humera Khan\textsuperscript{47}

There is simply no single definition that explains what CVE is or how it effectively contributes to national security and counterterrorism missions. There is a wealth of information on violent extremism from the perspectives of the psychology of human behavior, criminal justice, and international comparative studies. However, there is limited publicly available information about federal policies, plans, and programs designed to counter violent extremism. More so, there is little authoritative sourcing on the efficacy and impact of CVE efforts. This literature review establishes a body of knowledge on the federal strategy and various initiatives encompassed under the USG’s CVE umbrella. Furthermore, it reviews open-source evaluative information of CVE programs by federal and congressional oversight committees, academia, national and locally based advocacy groups, counterterrorism experts and practitioners, and local community organizations. This review strategically corroborates largely anecdotal narratives and grassroots assessments, thereby transforming them into an empirically grounded foundation from which to conduct a formative program evaluation. Through this comprehensive lens, we can determine if U.S. CVE efforts are accomplishing their intended goals, and the adverse, unintended consequences that have resulted.

This chapter also reviews commonly used CVE terminology—a critical and divisive layer of complexity in the CVE space, and one that negatively impacts the primary USG CVE strategic goal to build well-informed, empowered, and resilient communities. For example, certain terms, such as \textit{radical} and even \textit{CVE} itself, hold connotations that are

at odds with their intended use by federal government personnel working toward a shared mission. Chapter I explained that to scope this research effectively, certain topics commonly associated with CVE but not necessarily imperative to this research have been included and/or eliminated by design; the chapter also explained why the researcher accepted historical origins of CVE already in literature rather than reevaluating them. However, working definitions of terminology are critical to this study, and these are found in the final section of this chapter. This section is far more than a glossary of frequently used, socially accepted, or commonly used/rejected definitions; it establishes the foundation by which terms should be applied when considering this thesis. Furthermore, for the intended audience of this analysis, it facilitates a more nuanced understanding of seemingly innocuous terms that greatly impact national security and counterterrorism efforts. Such analysis required an extensive review of the literature, from which the researcher made defensible decisions about why to accept and/or omit specific language. In doing so, the thesis begins to address a gap in the literature—a thoroughly reframed lexicon for the study and practice of countering violent extremism. The current absence of such a lexicon is a contributing factor to adverse, unintended consequences of CVE efforts.

A. FEDERAL CVE STRATEGIES AND PROGRAMS

CVE as a concept grew out of the recognition that kinetic or physical security approaches to counterterrorism were largely reactive and, as a standalone option, not adequate for preventing radicalization to violence.\footnote{Stevan Weine, \textit{Reframing CVE as a Multidisciplinary Approach to Promoting Community Safety} (College Park: University of Maryland, 2015), \url{https://www.start.umd.edu/pubs/START_CVEtoPromotingCommunitySafety_ResearchBrief_June2015.pdf}.} Released in 2010, the U.S. \textit{National Security Strategy} discusses the issue of violent extremism at a high level and predominately in the context of enhancing hard-power counterterrorism efforts internationally.\footnote{White House, \textit{National Security Strategy of the United States} (Washington, DC: White House, 2010).} In the revised strategy document released five years later, there is a discernable shift to a greater focus on terrorism prevention—a core pillar of CVE. A review of the literature illustrates
the shift beginning in 2011 with the Obama administration releasing the *National Strategy* in August of 2011, which the administration updated and rereleased in October of 2016.\(^{50}\)

The 2016 version of the *National Strategy* calls for a whole-of-society and community-led solution to violent extremism prevention and intervention, and it provides broad objectives as guiding principles toward these desired outcomes. At its core is the belief that community- and partnership-based approaches are best situated to accomplish this mission and build resiliency against violent extremism. This is an extension of the 2011 *National Strategy*, which states that the “best defenses against this [violent extremism] threat are well informed and equipped families, local communities, and institutions.”\(^{51}\) To provide more specific guidance after the 2011 version, the Obama administration then released the *SIP* to operationalize the strategy in December 2011.\(^{52}\)

What the 2011 *SIP* provided in terms of more desired outcomes it lacked in actionable direction for federal agencies and departments. In evaluating the creation of the White House CVE Task Force, the *SIP* shows the need to harmonize domestic efforts and evaluate implementation efforts.\(^{53}\) One outcome of the White House CVE Task Force was the release of the revised *SIP* in October 2016, which responded to the “the current dynamics of violent extremism and … experiences and knowledge acquired over the last five years.”\(^{54}\) The updated *SIP* takes a more streamlined approach to achieving the goals of the 2011 *National Strategy* and highlights the role of prevention, which allows for a broader interpretation and scope of programming initiatives. For example, discussion of behavioral health and the education system, as well as the federal agencies responsible for

\(^{50}\) Executive Office of the President of the United States, *National Strategy*.

\(^{51}\) Executive Office of the President.

\(^{52}\) Executive Office of the President.


those missions, is more pronounced in the 2016 version, though DHS and DOJ still maintain primary ownership of the mission.

The updated SIP restates that the role of the federal government is primarily to share information, leverage relationships and convene the public and private sectors, and provide resources (in the form of training and grants, for example) that support the empowerment of community-based violent extremism prevention and intervention solutions. While the SIP is no longer available on the WhiteHouse.gov website, the literature suggests its work continues, with a focus on the premise of the federal government’s most effective role in strengthening community partnerships as a convener, “capacity-builder,” and authoritative source for information related to violent extremism prevention efforts.55 The new DHS CVE implementation plan focuses on four lines of effort:

1. Research and Analysis: All United States Government efforts to prevent violent extremism draw from rigorous, evidenced-based research and analysis. To date, unclassified, federally-funded research has shed light on many topics; however, more specific research will allow us to further advance our programs.

2. Engagement and Technical Assistance: Building trust with a range of communities and stakeholders is essential, and has allowed us to tackle the shared concern of violent extremism together. Moving forward, we will focus on maintaining those relationships and finding new ways to support our local partners.

3. Interventions: As communities across the country continue to develop intervention approaches the federal government will aim to support these efforts when requested and if appropriate.

4. Communications and Digital Strategy: We continue to take steps to address the various ways violent extremists use online platforms to promote violence. We are also committed to communicating with our stakeholders to ensure they understand the full range of federal resources available to them.56


56 Executive Office of the President, Strategic Implementation Plan (2016).
There is limited information about federal programming leading up to the aforementioned CVE Task Force. The federal government websites broadly speak to CVE as a priority—and address what “will,” and “should” be done—but they offer little to explain what and how anything specifically has been or is being done. While research on indicators of radicalization has expanded since 9/11, there is markedly less authoritative and publicly available information by government on CVE programs to prevent individuals from adopting violent ideologies or intervening with individuals once a violent ideology has mobilized them to action.\(^57\) On federal websites, the most cited federal action is the creation of the White House three-city pilot initiative, in which federal government representatives in Los Angeles, Minneapolis, and Boston directly supported communities to operationalize the *National Strategy* in accordance with the *SIP*.\(^58\)

In Minneapolis and Boston, the federal lead for this effort was the DOJ’s USAO, in collaboration with the FBI (also a DOJ entity). In Los Angeles, DHS was the lead agency, as it was already piloting a different strategic engagement model prior to the White House three-city initiative.\(^59\) As part of this pilot program, the federal government charged the three cities with developing frameworks to achieve the goals and objectives of the *SIP* in coordination with a broad group of civil society members, including social service and health care providers, academia, the private sector, and nonprofit organizations, as well as federal, state, and local law enforcement and public officials. These efforts varied by

\(^{57}\) Holmer, *Countering Violent Extremism.*


\(^{59}\) The reason for the varying federal lead for the pilot programs is because in 2011, with the release of the national strategy, DHS launched a program between the department and the City of Los Angeles Mayor’s Office to pilot the “Office for Strategic Engagement.” The department identified Los Angeles as a location for strategic advantage to launch such a first-of-its-kind effort because collaborative CVE efforts had been on going in the area since 2008. Additionally, academic institutions and local community-based organizations were already established, and both government and nongovernment stakeholders were eager for such a partnership to help formalize the whole-of-society approach to CVE. The department has leveraged the concept, lessons learned, and best practices of the Los Angeles approach, and enveloped the pilot Office for Strategic Engagement into the new DHS Office for Community Partnership for Countering Violent Extremism, discussed later in this literature review. For more information on the DHS program in Los Angeles, see U.S. Department of Homeland Security, *The Los Angeles Framework for Countering Violent Extremism* (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 2015), https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Los%20Angeles%20Framework%20for%20CVE-Full%20Report.pdf.
location and were met with various levels of support and resistance from community stakeholders. By mid-2016, both official information from the government and narrative literature from nongovernmental sources on this initiative had become increasingly scarce, which raises questions about the viability and success of the program. One of the noteworthy outcomes of the pilot initiative, however, was the development of a CVE framework in each city, tailored to each community, that heeded existing capabilities, outstanding requirements, and specific challenges. These frameworks also include goals for each community to establish prevention, intervention, and interdiction programming, which are the baseline for developing a comprehensive and inclusive local CVE strategy.60

The culmination of this pilot initiative was a White House–led three-day summit on CVE in February 2015, which included government officials, private- and public-sector leaders, CVE practitioners, and community organizers. The goal of this summit was for international and domestic stakeholders to discuss developments in community-oriented approaches to prevent violent extremism from taking root in communities and intervention options if prevention efforts are not successful.61 The White House used this venue to highlight work the federal government has led or supported in local communities through grants, research initiatives, and in some cases direct local engagement in developing intervention models. This event also served as a platform for the United States to call on the international community to use the September 2015 United Nations (UN) General Assembly gathering to discuss “concrete steps taken to address the underlying grievances and conflicts that feed extremism.”62 Media reports, op-eds, and think tanks alike unfortunately criticized the event for a number of reasons. Most notably, they cited the summit as a hasty reaction by U.S. officials in response to public criticism that neither the president nor vice president attended the post–Charlie Hebdo attack solidarity march on January 11, 2015. According to U.S. News and World Report, among others, a different

60 Executive Office of the President, Strategic Implementation Plan (2011).
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variation of this summit was scheduled to take place in the fall of 2014, but it was postponed several times without explanation.63

Limited publicly available information exists about outcomes and next steps following the White House Summit on CVE in 2015. The available information largely focuses on the January 2016 creation of the White House CVE Task Force, composed of eleven federal agencies and departments, and led by DHS, DOJ, and the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC).64 The task force is charged with coordinating federal CVE efforts as well as evaluating and updating the National Strategy and SIP in the context of the current threat stream and lessons learned since 2011.65 A joint statement between DHS and DOJ reveals that the task force was housed within the DHS Office for Community Partnerships, that it worked in close coordination with DOJ, and that it was ultimately responsible for developing and releasing the updated SIP in 2016. The unique organizational structure and responsibility of this task force continue to play a role in understanding and assessing federal CVE efforts; therefore, this literature review further elaborates on it throughout.66

Of note, the literature indicates that the Department of Education and the Department of Health and Human Services were the federal entities involved in the deliberative process of developing and revising the National Strategy and SIP prior to the 2016 rerelease. However, no publicly available information speaks to the participation of these agencies in the 2015 White House summit or in the pilot frameworks that each of the cities in the pilot program published. As the foundation for domestic CVE efforts is grounded in the need for a resilient civil society, defined by locally led prevention and intervention programs, and trusted, non-securitized, community-based partnerships, the
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absence of these imperative federal agencies raises questions about the efficacy of the USG efforts. Furthermore, it is arguable that such agencies would be better suited to lead—not just have a part in—federal CVE efforts than would a national security and/or law enforcement agency.

This thesis operates under the conclusion that DOJ and DHS are the informal federal leads for domestic CVE programming. Although the literature recognizes NCTC as one of the founding federal agencies to study, develop, and present CVE strategies to the government in support of implementing the National Strategy, the specific intelligence mandate of NCTC precludes it from engaging communities directly and leading federal efforts. Consistent with legal limitations of NCTC’s congressional mandate, the literature does not place the NCTC as one of the federal leads for CVE implementation; rather, the NCTC serves in a supporting role as an expert advisor. As such, the following provides a review of open-source literature on respective DOJ and DHS strategies and programs.

1. **Department of Justice**

Although the National Strategy and SIP identify the USAO and FBI separately, the literature rightfully recognizes that both these federal entities operate under the same mandate within DOJ. The FBI and USAO serve as the investigative and prosecutorial law enforcement agencies, respectively, for the federal government. The literature on DOJ is limited in terms of information detailing USAO and FBI policies and programs that support the CVE mission; this limitation of the literature is not unique to DOJ, as evident in the forthcoming discussion on DHS programming. The most notable role DOJ plays in CVE efforts is serving as co-chair of the White House’s CVE Task Force. While the task force is housed at DHS and is reported to be staffed by members of other departments and agencies, it is jointly led by DHS and DOJ.68

67 Executive Office of the President, Strategic Implementation Plan (2011).
From a strategic perspective, CVE is not specifically called out in DOJ’s *Fiscal Years 2014–2018 Strategic Plan*.\(^{69}\) However, the plan has numerous references to terrorism and crime prevention and intervention, primarily as part of the goals and objectives associated with the reentry of prisoners into society.\(^ {70}\) Despite the absence of CVE specifically, through its recent efforts, including a leading role in the White House three-city pilot program, it is clear DOJ is committed to engaging in CVE efforts.\(^ {71}\) While DOJ’s priority remains to investigate and prosecute, with an emerging intelligence mission, there is increasing recognition, especially at the field level, that law enforcement cannot be the only tool to combat the threat of violent extremism in this context.\(^ {72}\)

With regard to their support of the *National Strategy* and SIP, a role is increasingly developing for the FBI and USAO in the prevention and intervention mission space. However, given the inherently conflicting need to engage in the pre-crime space for CVE efforts, this role is a complicated one. Under the Obama administration, publicly available information indicates a more holistic and consolidated DOJ approach to CVE efforts, which included leveraging capabilities within the Civil Rights Division and Community Relations Service. Established after the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the DOJ Community Relations Service is a unique, nationwide “peacemaker” program; while it addresses “community conflicts and tensions arising from differences of race, color, national origin, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, and disability,” it has no law


\(^{70}\) DOJ.

\(^{71}\) As previously stated, this information is accurate prior to the arrival of Attorney General Jeff Sessions under the Trump administration. For more information on DOJ support to the pilot program, see “Attorney General Holder Announces Pilot Program to Counter Violent Extremists,” U.S. Department of Justice, press release, September 15, 2014, http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/attorney-general-holder-announces-pilot-program-counter-violent-extremists.

enforcement authority.\textsuperscript{73} Under the proposed Trump-Pence fiscal year 2019 budget, however, the Community Relations Service would be eliminated and any remaining services transferred to the Civil Rights Division. This would eliminate the inherent trust-building capability and autonomy, and the public has met this decision with significant resistance.\textsuperscript{74} Under the Obama administration, DOJ consolidation of CVE efforts also included a coordinated focus on addressing domestic terrorism threats through the newly established Domestic Terrorism Counsel.\textsuperscript{75} Any update on the status of this counsel—or information about organizational structure, goals, and evaluative metrics—remains unknown to the public.

The 2016 DOJ budget request included $15 million for prioritizing CVE as a mission area. However, details on how funding is used and allocated to empower local communities, as specifically stated in the \textit{SIP}, are unclear.\textsuperscript{76} As the leading federal official in the state, each U.S. Attorney’s Office plays an important role in CVE efforts and would likely be responsible for managing such funding. While the status of the three-city pilot initiative remains unclear, the Minneapolis and Boston USAOs led development of their local CVE frameworks and the presentations of the framework documents at the White House CVE Summit.\textsuperscript{77}

The establishment of the FBI’s Countering Violent Extremism Office is another example of DOJ programming efforts. The office is responsible for developing the FBI CVE model, which can be tailored to the needs of any of the FBI’s fifty-six field offices. The model is designed to provide a set of tools and resources that “educates and builds
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awareness within communities; develops an internal FBI CVE Community of Interest; leverages FBI subject matter experts, existing resources, and initiatives; and expands preexisting protocols and relationships.\textsuperscript{78} Details on the social science leading to the development of these resources, how the programs are implemented consistently across jurisdictions, the training protocols and metrics to evaluate competency, and success of agents, stakeholders, and programs are not understood or publicly available.

As part of its Countering Violent Extremism Office toolkit, the FBI has developed a program entitled “Don’t Be a Puppet.” This Web-based resource, designed for middle and high school students, leads the user through a series of interactive games to explain the threat of radical extremism.\textsuperscript{79} Information on the tool’s efficacy, or the decisions behind its methodology, is not publicly available. Despite an intended launch date of November 2015, the FBI postponed the launch after significant critical feedback from a group of academics, faith leaders, and advocacy organizations who previewed the program.\textsuperscript{80} Concerns with the Don’t Be a Puppet campaign include the use of the Violent Extremist Risk Assessment, which the civil rights community contends relies upon stereotypes and racial profiling.\textsuperscript{81} The FBI did launch the Don’t Be a Puppet program in February 2016; however, there is limited information on how grievances with the program are being adjudicated.

Although not all DOJ efforts are cohesive in development or implementation, the literature is clear: DOJ continues to take a leading role in implementation of CVE efforts in the United States, especially with regard to engaging communities in prevention and intervention. Interestingly, despite multiple DOJ efforts that demonstrate the department’s
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continued federal leadership in the CVE space, by its own accord in the final report of the 9/11 Commission, the FBI does not believe it should be the federal lead on the social prevention aspects of CVE.82 The report identifies DHS as an agency better suited for the role, as it has greater resources and authority in statute.83 This fact is of increasing relevance in both the findings leading to projected unintended consequences and recommendations for improvement outlined in this thesis.

This review of the literature on DOJ CVE efforts identifies deeply rooted and ongoing challenges with meeting the intent of the National Strategy and SIP. These include a lack of transparency and detail on the disparate programs; the inherent legal, privacy, and civil rights concerns that stem from an investigative and prosecutorial agency leading a mission grounded in pre-crime and societal-based programming; and the lack of visibility in methodology and social science behind the development and implementation of DOJ initiatives since 2011.

2. Department of Homeland Security

DHS is a lead or co-lead of forty-three of the sixty-two activities directed by the 2011 SIP.84 In response to this call to action, DHS has hosted numerous workshops, inter- and intra-agency working groups, community- and law enforcement–based trainings and exercises, grant development, and research programs under the CVE umbrella.85 This section discusses publicly available information related to these facets, and other implications of DHS’s role in the federal CVE space.

83 Hoffman, Meese, and Roemer.
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a. **Office for Community Partnerships**

In September 2015, DHS Secretary Jeh Johnson announced a new Office for Community Partnerships; its mission was to coordinate all DHS programs supporting innovative and locally based CVE efforts. The White House later announced that the director of this new office would also be the director for the White House CVE Task Force. Under this leadership, the federal interagency, composed mainly of DHS and DOJ representatives, evaluated CVE efforts since 2011 and developed the revised SIP in 2016.

The Office for Community Partnerships set forth a plan to improve DHS efforts and meet the outstanding requirements of the 2016 SIP. Secretary Johnson tasked the office with implementing four main goals, outlined in the new 2016 *DHS Security Strategy for Countering Violent Extremism*:

- Enhancing understanding of the evolving violent extremism threat
- Raising community awareness by disseminating information to community partners
- Supporting community-based efforts to counter violent extremism
- Enhancing oversight and coordination of DHS CVE activities

A priority in support of these goals was to enhance the DHS “strategic engagement model.” Accordingly, DHS dedicated a fulltime subject-matter expert to facilitating the implementation of the *National Strategy.* This included facilitating community-led prevention and intervention programing from a whole-of-community perspective. DHS had piloted this engagement model in Los Angeles in 2011, immediately after the government launched the original *National Strategy* and SIP. In April 2014, the White

---
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House declared the Los Angeles model as a federal government best practice for CVE engagement. The sequence of events suggests this public announcement launched the White House three-city pilot initiative in 2015 as well as the creation of the Office for Community Partnerships and the attempted expansion of the strategic engagement model. However, the status of this expansion effort remains unclear.

In December 2017, DHS informed the public that Acting Secretary of Homeland Security Elaine Duke had dismantled the Office for Community Partnerships and transitioned responsibilities to the new Office of Terrorism Prevention Partnerships (OTPP). Other than removing “CVE” from the title and making the broad goals more specific, the distinction between the two efforts remains unclear. This new DHS program office is charged with the following:

- **Community Engagement.** OTPP works with the Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties to facilitate community engagements to build awareness and promote dialogue with community partners, which includes engagements with DHS senior leadership;

- **Field Support Expansion and Training.** OTPP supports DHS field staff across the country to develop and strengthen local partnerships and to provide training opportunities;

- **Grant Support.** OTPP is working closely with FEMA [Federal Emergency Management Agency] to issue a notice of funding opportunity for community-based programs this summer. More information will be available on this website.

---


• Philanthropic Engagement. OTPP works with the philanthropic community to maximize support for local communities, and encourage long-term partnerships;

• Tech Sector Engagement. OTPP engages the tech sector to identify and amplify credible voices online and promote counter-narratives against violent extremist messaging.91

b. **CVE Grant Program**

One of DHS’s most recent projects is the CVE Grant Program, for which Congress appropriated $10 million to support local CVE efforts.92 The program received over 200 applications from forty-two states and territories; applicants ranged from local and state governments and coalitions to universities, nongovernmental organizations, and law enforcement agencies.93 There is limited information available regarding the management and oversight of the program. It is known, however, that DHS issued a privacy impact assessment that discussed the security review required of the grant recipients; the review, for instance, ensures that the applicant plans to use the funding for the intended purpose and not to fund terrorism or other criminal activity. It is unclear if DHS requires other nonprofit grant recipients to go through a similar security screening process. Suffice to say, however, the discrepancy in the unbalanced allocation of government funds that ensued, whether real or perceived, matters in the context of identifying consequences.

In 2016, during the Obama administration, DHS selected thirty-one organizations to receive grant funding under this program, but it did not allocate funding prior to the administration change in 2017.94 This is relevant for three reasons. First, although the
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grants were originally intended to support multidisciplinary approaches to CVE, concerns about racial profiling early in the Trump administration and campaign for the presidency made grantees apprehensive; they believed that accepting the grant money would force them to focus on combatting radical Islam as opposed to all forms of violent extremism. Vaguely unconstitutional in itself, the term “radical” has been deemed inflammatory, discriminatory, and counterproductive by many of the groups the USG seeks to partner with for CVE efforts, such as CVE practitioners and community members, law enforcement, and public officials. This shift in sentiment about public funding for CVE efforts is the second reason this issue is relevant. It exemplifies one of the adverse, unintended consequences of CVE efforts: that the efforts are wrongly isolating the violent extremist threat to a specific narrative. Four of the grant recipient organizations ended up turning down the funding before it was allocated to them, arguing that the grant program had turned into an unofficial war on American Muslims.95

The third reason the delayed allocation of grant funding is relevant came about in June 2017, when DHS released a revised list of twenty-six grant recipients. The new list eliminated eleven of the organizations that had previously been awarded funding and added several new organizations; there was no clear explanation as to how or why DHS made the decisions.96 Comparing the two lists of grant recipients shows that DHS added additional law enforcement agencies to the new list and removed organizations that focus on preventing violent white supremacy, or that feature efforts led by ethnic minority groups.97 Within days of the new list’s release, the program fell under scrutiny; dissenters made claims about racial profiling and the use of public policy to limit free speech and promote fear, hate, and systemic discrimination.98
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The CVE Grant Program (further discussed in Chapter IV) demonstrates how federal efforts can lead to the adverse consequence of greater national insecurity. Despite limited, if any, publicly available information on CVE grantee deliverables as of the writing of this thesis, backlash concerning the CVE program has already prevented credible community-led organizations from collaborating with the USG. It has also prevented experts from developing effective programs to mitigate threats posed by all violent extremism within and outside the criminal justice and law enforcement realms. Insecurity and marginalization among individuals and communities has resulted. This narrative has also fueled efforts that promote unproductive and potentially dangerous messaging against government activities.99

**c. Science and Technology Directorate**

The Science and Technology Directorate (S&T) is a leading DHS component that has been studying and producing analytical reports on violent extremism for several years. S&T has funded more than twenty projects related to understanding and combating violent extremism for diverse stakeholder groups, and it has hosted more than a dozen nationwide workshops for CVE academics and practitioners.100 For instance, S&T funded the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START) Center of Excellence at the University of Maryland. START—in addition to leading dozens of research projects and being a leading publisher in the CVE field to date—houses both the Profiles of Individual Radicalization in the United States and the Terrorism and Extremist Violence in the United States programs and databases.101

Through S&T, DHS is also funding CVE research fellowship programs for undergraduate students along with a faculty-led study on de-radicalization and community
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engagement in Singapore, and is developing nationwide CVE training over the next three years based on START’s findings.\textsuperscript{102} Information on activities funded by S&T is far more transparent than other CVE activities across DHS components, as further discussed later in this literature review.

\textbf{d. Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties}

The Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties (CRCL) is another DHS component that builds local partnerships between communities and the government for various purposes, including CVE to some extent. Specifically, the CRCL Community Engagement Section is charged with advising senior department officials on the public impact of DHS policy and programming, and it serves as a trusted conduit of timely and accurate information between DHS and communities.\textsuperscript{103} This section within CRCL supports information sharing between DHS and federal, state, and local law enforcement as well as communities; part of this effort means exploring redress options for DHS efforts that may negatively impact the civil rights and liberties of people in the United States.\textsuperscript{104} CRCL also conducts community awareness briefings, designed to help communities and law enforcement develop the necessary understanding of the threat of all violent extremist recruitment tactics and explore ways to holistically address the threat.\textsuperscript{105}

\textbf{e. Congressional Efforts}

Congress has given more attention to DHS’s CVE efforts than it has to DOJ’s efforts, specifically regarding prevention. In June 2015, the House Homeland Security Committee unanimously brought forth the Countering Violent Extremism Act of 2015
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(H.R. 2899), also known as the CVE Act. The act allocates $10 million annually from 2016 to 2020 to formalize a CVE capability within DHS, as well as to fund local programming efforts, grant opportunities, and additional research. In November 2015, the committee updated the bill to require coordination with DHS emergency management and civil rights components, the development of qualitative and quantitative metrics, and the establishment of a grants program. Although the bill was not enacted by the 114th Congress, there are still efforts to move it forward in the 115th Congress. If passed, this legislation would be an amendment to the Homeland Security Act of 2002.

The Senate of the 114th Congress proposed another DHS-centric bill entitled S. 2418, the Countering Online Recruitment of Violent Extremists Act of 2016. This proposed bill would authorize DHS to establish a physical environment, referred to in the bill as a “CVE Lab,” which would house and foster student-developed, technology-based solutions for countering online recruitment of violent extremists. As with the CVE Act, Congress did not enact the CVE Lab bill, and it remains undetermined if it will be addressed by Congress.

As with other proposed CVE legislation, these bills have been met with resistance from civil rights organizations and community organizers at both the national and local levels. Dissent largely centers on the legislation’s targeting of Muslims and foreign terrorist organizations, despite current statistics on actual attacks in the homeland, which point to a broader threat. This singularly focused approach to CVE is a recurring theme, and it is a key analytical finding in projecting unintended consequences.

f. Other Programs and Evaluations

DHS statutory authority requires the department to work on preventing terrorism and also on supporting national efforts to prepare for and recover from terrorist attacks. As
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such, some DHS components tangentially contribute to the CVE mission by prioritizing efforts to build well-informed and resilient communities. Through established, trusted, and non-securitized relationships with interfaith, nonprofit, and community-based partners, DHS works with diverse stakeholders to enhance the physical security of locally identified critical infrastructure against violent extremism. Similarly, DHS’s Center for Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships within FEMA leads a program entitled “Building Resilience with Diverse Communities” to advance local efforts to understand and implement a whole of community approach to national security. FEMA also leads the DHS Nonprofit Security Grant Program, which provides funds to local community organizations to build sustainable capabilities across the prevention, protection, mitigation, response, and recovery mission areas. These efforts do not appear to be a current priority for the department, however.

A 2012 GAO report on CVE provides more comprehensive, but still incomplete, information outlining DHS components engaged in CVE activities. While beneficial because it is publicly available, the information provided in the report is superficial. Other DHS components with a nexus to CVE, as the GAO report identifies, include the Office of Intelligence and Analysis and the Office of Policy; however, there is minimal information available on program details or activity updates since the 2012 report.

Despite expansion of DHS CVE efforts, there remains a lack of open-source, authoritative information on the social science and methodology by which DHS initiatives are developed and implemented. There also do not appear to be qualitative metrics to measure the impact of initiatives, and there is little transparency about how federal agencies receive and adjudicate on-the-ground feedback from communities and practitioners.


B. ASSESSING IMPACT: EVALUATIVE LITERATURE ON FEDERAL AND INTERNATIONAL CVE PROGRAMS

This section describes broad, publicly available information on the impact that U.S. CVE initiatives are having on mitigating the threat posed by violent extremism, as well as on the communities the initiatives seek to serve. As mentioned in the research design section of this thesis, this qualitative review focuses on end-user narratives about federally funded research services, academia, sociopolitical think tanks, national and local advocacy groups, and nonprofit organizations. These groups are discussed within two categories: federal and congressional assessments, and academic and advocacy group assessments. When combined with the comparative case study analysis in the next chapter, this review serves as the foundational data to identify the adverse, unintended consequences on which this thesis focuses.

While this literature review may appear critical of USG efforts, it is important to reiterate that the focus of this research is to identify adverse, unintended consequences of CVE efforts in an effort to improve future program iterations and mitigate negative impacts that have begun to take root in communities nationwide. As such, this literature review establishes a compelling understanding of the majority feedback on federal CVE programming from key stakeholders of this shared mission.

1. Federal and Congressional Assessments

As previously stated, the 2012 GAO report was one of the first assessments to evaluate USG–funded CVE training support.113 As the National Strategy commits the USG to support state and local communities with CVE-related training, the GAO designed the study to assess the work of the DOJ and DHS as training leads. The report’s conclusions are critical and unequivocally establish the need for a more comprehensive approach to CVE. For example, the study cites inaccurate and offensive training, inadequate instructors, and a need for USG to better understand the complexities of the violent extremism challenge.114
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Another CVE—authored by Jerome P. Bjelopera for the Congressional Research Service in 2014—identifies risks and challenges associated with the National Strategy’s objectives. The report also recommends areas for greater congressional oversight and offers recommendations to address each of the challenges associated with the current strategy and programs. Challenges include the absence of a lead federal agency, resource and grant availability for local communities, and First Amendment infringements in the name of challenging terrorist narrative and promoting American ideals. While the government has addressed some of these challenges, such as the availability of grants (discussed in more detail later), it is unclear how this assessment influenced changes across federal agencies and departments.

More specifically, the 2014 report focuses extensively on one primary concern: misleading motives. Bjelopera cites terrorism and violent extremism expert Marc Sageman, who cautions against government efforts that focus on outreach under the auspices of building meaningful partnerships in communities but that really only establish superficial engagements as means to collect information. According to Bjelopera, Sageman cites a number of assessments, and conducts his own analysis, of negative legal and social impacts on communities as a result of this activity. His findings further validate one of Sageman’s key arguments; communities continue to advocate against law enforcement and intelligence organizations leading outreach or trust-building efforts to develop CVE initiatives, despite the prominence of this strategy in the National Strategy and SIP.

Furthermore, in 2015, the House Homeland Security Committee held a number of staff and member-level meetings with DOJ (both USAO and FBI), DHS, and NCTC to
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discuss activities, resources, and metrics. Current and former public officials have spoken on the record about CVE efforts across the USG; most often, they cite the inability of congressional and federal government officials to fund the mission appropriately. Additionally, public officials have expressed concern about the limited resources available to fund locally led efforts—an identified goal in the SIP—and about a lack of federally employed subject-matter experts to guide local communities and government leadership. Further validating this assessment is former NCTC official Seamus Hughes, current deputy director of the Program on Extremism at George Washington University’s Center for Cyber and Homeland Security. During congressional testimony in 2015, Hughes stated, “Resources devoted to CVE have been highly inadequate, and CVE units within each relevant agency [DOJ, DHS, and FBI] remain understaffed.” Such reports may explain the aggressive push for the passing of the DHS Countering Violent Extremism Act of 2015, for example, despite the lack of validating literature on the successful impacts of current USG CVE efforts.

Perhaps the most influential government-led assessment, however, is an April 2017 GAO report to congressional requestors. The GAO designed this report to determine the extent to which DHS, DOJ, and other government organizations have successfully implemented the National Strategy, and it assesses the CVE Task Force as a facilitator of the SIP. The GAO determined that the federal government achieved nineteen of the forty-four tasks outlined in the SIP in support of the three core National Strategy objectives (community outreach, research and training, and capacity building). The report ultimately finds that the GAO cannot determine if the United States is “better off today as a result of its CVE efforts than it was in 2011.” Specifics of this report are explored throughout
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this research, as the GAO corroborates its findings with a body of evidence from open-source information.

2. Academic, Think Tank, and Nongovernmental Organization Assessments

This segment of the research reveals an abundance of unfavorable reviews about USG CVE efforts, while concurrently reiterating the need for deliberate and expanded violent extremism prevention efforts. Despite specific improvements in public-private partnerships and engagement efforts, the overarching sentiment from credible partners in local communities across the nation is negative. The academic and advocacy group assessments reviewed in this section vary slightly from one another while still agreeing on one central theme: CVE is a flawed and problematic mission that is unsupported by the very communities at the crux of the solution posed in the National Strategy. Though critical in nature, these assessments are constructive in terms of identifying challenges and gaps in current CVE efforts. These gaps include the need to improve community awareness about the threat, the need to improve information exchange on available resources, and the need to develop qualitative metrics to assess impact and efficacy.

The review of literature from these organizations is divided into three main parts, or findings. The first, and arguably most essential, finding is that CVE programs address a narrow scope of violent extremism. The second is that CVE efforts have securitized communities, both among lay community members, and between lay community members and local law enforcement. The third and final finding is the need for federal agencies to incorporate global lessons learned into the development of a new strategy to counter violent extremism in the United States.

Despite good intentions, the literature reveals a majority opinion that USG CVE efforts remain disjointed, misguided, and underfunded, all of which contribute to adverse,
unintended consequences.\textsuperscript{123} This section highlights the schism between CVE policy, implementation, and assessment, and places stakeholders at a crossroads for determining if and how to engage the government in CVE efforts. For example, the West Coast chapter of the Muslim Student Association put out a solicitation to hire five anti-CVE campaign managers in May 2015.\textsuperscript{124} The chapter argued that the CVE framework is rooted in “flawed radicalization theory” with misleading indicators and, most importantly, it conflates Islam and counterterrorism to a point that American Muslims are becoming victims of bigotry and hate.\textsuperscript{125}

The following sections discuss three predominate themes found in literature evaluating federal CVE programs: the discriminate targeting of American Muslims and American Arabs, the impact of securitizing relationships within communities, and the lack of evaluating and applying international CVE lessons learned.

\textbf{a. Targeting American Muslims and American Arabs}

Although the \textit{National Strategy} calls for CVE efforts that address the entire range of threats posed by violent extremism, current efforts—as previously mentioned—focus on American-Muslim and American-Arab communities. For the first time since the period immediately following 9/11, the literature suggests that life for American Muslims and American Arabs is worsening.\textsuperscript{126} Hate crime reports against American Muslims increased
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by 67 percent between 2014 and 2015 and, across the nation, anti-Arab and anti-Islam rhetoric, protests, and backlash are rampant.\textsuperscript{127}

In 2014, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), along with twenty-six other co-signors from human rights, civil liberties, and community-based organizations, issued a six-page coalition letter expressing concerns about the contradictions between the SIP and federal programs—namely, that the programs focus singularly on actions proliferated by self-proclaimed Muslims.\textsuperscript{128} Michael German, a former FBI agent who is currently a fellow with New York University’s Brennan Center for Justice, wrote the following in the\textit{Boston Herald} in October 2014:

There is no doubt that many dedicated federal employees … are deeply committed to building relationships and addressing community concerns about crime and policing issues that affect them. But the unmistakable implication behind “CVE” programs is that certain communities are suspect and particularly vulnerable to becoming terrorists. There were no DHS or Justice Department CVE programs, for example, directed to white, Christian communities after former Ku Klux Klansman Frazier Glenn Miller murdered people at a Jewish community center last April, even though West Point’s Combatting Terrorism Center reported that far right extremists attack and kill more Americans than any other terror groups.\textsuperscript{129}

Seeking records on CVE programs, the ACLU also filed a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit against DHS in 2016; specifically, the ACLU was searching for evidence of federal programs that “cast suspicion on law abiding Americans and unfairly target American-Muslims.”\textsuperscript{130} Advocacy groups and American Muslims generally support the lawsuit and the ACLU’s position: that it is unacceptable for the public to know so little about CVE
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programming when the USG identifies it as a top national security priority. Neither DHS nor DOJ have publicly responded to the ACLU as of this writing.

Following the 2015 White House Summit, there was a noticeable increase in public concerns over federal initiatives from community-based and nationally recognized advocacy groups. For example, twenty-seven separate Muslim Student Associations of West Coast universities voted collectively to oppose federal CVE efforts due to the narrow scope of violent extremism they target.\footnote{131 “Brief on Countering Violent Extremism CVE,” Council on American-Islamic Relations, July 8, 2015, https://www.cair.com/brief_on_countering_violent_extremism_cve.} Also in 2015, fifty Islamic organizations in Minnesota signed a letter addressed to federal agencies and state and local law enforcement about the “stigmatizing, divisive, and ineffectiveness” of CVE initiatives.\footnote{132 Council on American-Islamic Relations.} Yusufi Vali, the executive director for the Islamic Society of Boston Cultural Center, too, openly objected to CVE programs in 2015; “For the government to offer us [the Muslim community] services based on concerns of violent extremism,” he says, “seems to reinforce the same stereotype that society holds of American-Muslims: that they or Islam are inherently violent.”\footnote{133 Brian Bender, “Islamic Leader Says U.S. Officials Unfairly Target Muslims,” \textit{Boston Globe}, February 18, 2015.}

To better explain American-Muslim community members’ attitudes toward CVE practices, START led a field study beginning in 2014.\footnote{134 Steven Weine, Chloe Polutnik, and Ahmed Younis, “Understanding Communities’ Attitudes towards CVE,” START Research Brief, February 2015, http://www.start.umd.edu/pubs/STARTResearchBrief_UnderstandingCommunitiesAttitudesTowardCVE_Feb2015.pdf.} The research divided the community, or data sample, into two groups—engagers and disengagers. Disengagers question the intent of CVE; engagers support CVE efforts, despite their reservations about the term “CVE,” which can conflate counterterrorism efforts with building a strong civil society.\footnote{135 Weine, Polutnik, and Younis.} Nonetheless, engagers adopt the term CVE and accept the community-led solution to countering the threat of violent extremism. However, reservations about terminology are not the only concerns shared by engagers and disengagers. Figure 1 shows
some other findings from the START research that demonstrate shared concerns about the
development and implementation of U.S. CVE efforts.

Figure 1. Shared Concerns between CVE Engagers and Disengagers\textsuperscript{136}

\textbf{b. Impact of Securitizing Communities}

Despite the USG’s best efforts to avoid securitizing communities as part of the \textit{National Strategy}, communities are concerned about the presence of informally deputized law enforcement informants who are scrutinizing community members. There are over 15,000 official FBI informants across the nation, many of whom work specifically in Muslim communities.\textsuperscript{137} The Fordham Law Center on National Security reported that 65 percent of Daesh-related FBI cases in 2016 involved government informants or
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undercover agents—a 97-percent increase from 2014; by August 2017, this number rose to 83 percent.\textsuperscript{138} The purpose here is not to argue the validity of informants, but rather their impact on communities in the name of the federal CVE mission.

In 2015, in an unprecedented public letter sent to Lisa Monaco (former homeland security advisor to President Obama), a conglomerate of community groups attacked the inherent conflict of tasking DOJ with building pre-crime prevention programs to counter violent extremism, while it concurrently serves as the lead federal agency for investigating and prosecuting terrorism cases.\textsuperscript{139} Citing problematic language in an unclassified NCTC CVE guide on indicators of violent radicalization and the concerns with securitizing community partnerships, the authors of the letter also informed the administration that individuals and communities have been feeling increasingly vulnerable about having their personal, social, and behavioral health challenged or exposed when incorporated into federal intelligence and investigations processes.\textsuperscript{140} Case studies demonstrate how families—sometimes for generations—have been adversely impacted by failed engagement between law enforcement and communities in this space. The New York Police Department serves as one example: its failure to accurately report the use of informants, its classification of entire mosques as terrorist organizations, and its increased surveillance in only Arab and Muslim communities are benchmarks of ineffective, counterproductive CVE efforts.\textsuperscript{141}

The literature predominantly agrees that law enforcement should not lead the federal CVE initiative, but that DHS, DOJ, and local law enforcement should play an important role in the whole-of-community approach to building resilience. There are numerous examples of law enforcement partnering successfully with communities; case
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studies from such examples could be used to build a framework or set of best practices. One example is the Muslim American Homeland Security Congress, a voluntary partnership between nonprofit, interfaith organizations and the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department that is dedicated to promoting understanding between the American-Muslim community and law enforcement. Other examples are found within DHS’s Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, the Office for State and Local Law Enforcement, and the Office for Infrastructure Protection. These three programs dedicate resources to building and improving trusted, non-securitized, relationships between law enforcement agencies and the communities in which they serve. On the flipside, law enforcement has been criticized for applying community-oriented policing practices to outreach activities in American Muslim communities in the name of CVE efforts; the Foreign Policy Research Institute has condemned this as a flawed model for preventing violent extremism.

**c. Incorporating Global Lessons Learned**

Academics, advocacy groups, and practitioners at all levels of government, as well as in the nongovernmental space, believe the USG should use lessons learned to inform an evidence-based approach to CVE efforts. Comparative literature in this space is plentiful, and CVE programs in the UK and Denmark are some of the most intensely researched. Researchers also heavily analyze Australian CVE efforts (explored in great detail in Chapter III). The Global Center on Cooperative Security recently published a comparative report specifically for CVE practitioners that sustained the findings of much of the previously published literature: initial CVE programs in the UK and Australia failed, and subsequent attempts to improve them simply by changing the programs’ titles to reflect more socially “acceptable phraseology” not only failed as well but worsened the
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situation. The literature reveals one predominate theme among academics and advocacy groups, both domestically and abroad: trusted relationships between the state and its citizens is essential to successful CVE efforts, and only possible through transparent, data-driven programming. Furthermore, once trust is broken between a community and public officials, a ripple effect derails forward progress.

The UK established its counterterrorism strategy—called Prevent—in 2006, which is equivalent to U.S. CVE efforts. Prevent is also part of a greater security effort called Channel and it is featured throughout literature that focuses on impacts of CVE programs. Today, the UK recognizes that a singular focus on one ideology—or community—is unhelpful, perpetuates stigmas, and creates counterterrorism program setbacks. Prevent programs and the differing interpretations of intelligence gathering, surveillance, and engagement, led to unwarranted scrutiny on Arab and Muslim communities, as well as on communities perceived to be Arab or Muslim. Another unintended consequence of the original Prevent program was the stigmatization of Muslims into two groups: legitimate, meaning moderate and assimilated, and illegitimate, meaning radical and suspicious. One of the most concerning initial Prevent failures was the discrepancy in the justice system between the treatment of violent antigovernment and right-wing extremists and self-proclaimed Muslim extremists. An individual in the former category would be investigated and prosecuted as a lone criminal, while individuals in the latter category would be deemed terrorists, and therefore tried and prosecuted accordingly.

In July 2015, the UK introduced legislation that required public service providers, such as teachers, doctors, and social workers, to report people they believe are at risk for
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Within a few months, CAGE, an independent advocacy organization, conducted a comprehensive assessment of the Prevent program and the scientific methodology behind the new anti-radicalization legislation, which had resulted in a tool called the Extremism Risk Guidance 22+. Public service professionals use this tool, also referred to as ERG22+, to assess an individual’s pathway to radicalization and to determine if he or she should be referred to the Channel program. This raises a host of issues, from scientific legitimacy to legality, and negates lessons learned as well as current research on violent extremism. The CAGE report reveals that the UK government developed the ERG22+ program in secret, relying on unproven evidence and intentionally excluding political and social grievances from the research methodology. In 2016, over 140 academics publicly signed a letter to the UK government criticizing the ERG22+ study and tool; this served as the foundation for the UK’s revised Prevent program.

In February 2016, UK officials called for an independent review of the government’s anti-radicalization strategy in light of increasing grievances and concerns. Prevent had exacerbated mistrust and fear in British Muslim communities, and years of ineffective and discriminatory programming had led to greater insecurity. Efforts focused on using a theologically based radicalization process as a means of addressing violent extremism, as opposed to evaluating social, political, and psychological factors—a
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149 Of note, “being radical” is a constitutionally protected activity in the United States; therefore, the term “radical” is not an accepted term as a standalone concern warranting CVE activity. It is *radicalization to violence* that U.S. CVE efforts should seek to address to avoid infringement on First Amendment rights and establishment clause protections. The notion of being “at risk of radicalization” without the nexus to violence is not apparent in UK CVE policy and programming.
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misstep, according to the literature. As discussed in Chapter IV, it would have been helpful for the United States to study the unintended consequences in the UK before implementing CVE efforts, which could have prevented similar mistakes.

Lessons learned go far beyond only the UK, as further reviewed in Chapter III. For instance, the Brookings Institute published a report in 2014 about a successful violent extremism prevention framework established by women in peace building and conflict prevention in Bangladesh and Morocco. Additionally, the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, in partnership with Curtin University of Perth, Australia, and members of the international Against Violent Extremism network, recently published the results of a pilot intervention program in Australia focusing on leveraging technology as part of the solution. Most importantly, using the lessons learned from past European programs, the Institute for Strategic Dialogue team identified a gap in research and practice with regard to one-on-one communication and evaluating the impact of messaging.

In the United States, civil liberty and community-based advocacy groups, like the Arab American Institute and the Brennan Center, have also called upon the government to review global lessons learned before acting domestically. The USG has spent significant resources collaborating internationally, including work to pass the 2014 UN Security Council Resolution 2178, which condemns violent extremism. Through the Department of State’s Bureau of Counterterrorism and the Office for Countering Violent Extremism, the
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USG has dedicated resources to hosting and sending delegations abroad to discuss CVE methods, best practices, and lessons learned.

In the summer of 2015, members from the Department of State’s Global Counterterrorism Forum, a multilateral body representing over thirty countries, agreed to meet in cities across the globe to discuss advancing CVE efforts. This summer of summits plan intended to precede the UN General Assembly Summit, which took place in September 2015. The summit focused on the following violent extremism issues:

- Researching the local drivers of violent extremism threats and how to coordinate our responses;
- Strengthening protections for all people, including religious and ethnic minorities;
- Empowering civil society, especially youth, women, religious leaders, and victims of terrorism
- Expanding economic and educational opportunities, particularly for marginalized populations;
- Undermining violent extremists’ messages by amplifying authentic and credible counter narratives.159

It is unclear, however, how international CVE programs, assessments, and best practices from various summits translate into improving domestic prevention and intervention capabilities. Certainly, U.S. leadership in the international forum is an essential part of national security. But in a resource-restricted environment and a dynamic threat landscape, investing such capital into efforts that may not translate to the National Strategy’s local focus is arguably an ineffective use of resources. Of course, these international programs may positively affect domestic efforts; without government transparency and publicly available information, however, it is difficult to tell.

C. THE LANGUAGE OF CVE: WHY WORDS MATTER

Communication makes sense of the world and helps explain shared experiences filtered by attitudes, beliefs, and values.\(^{160}\) Even so, communication may contribute to adverse, unintended consequences when the meaning of a word faces resistance or presents a psychological barrier. In their book *More Than Words*, authors Richard Dimbleby and Graeme Burton contend that the meaning or message of a word exists in the mind, not in the word itself.\(^{161}\) Since psychological barriers are inevitable, given individual and group beliefs, bias, and dynamics, the authors argue that it is important to be conscious of the alternative messages we project when speaking, interpreting, and engaging others.\(^{162}\)

There are a number of psychological barriers associated with common terminology in the CVE realm. The following sub-section evaluates two polemically relevant terms (international terrorism versus homegrown violent extremism, and Daesh versus Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant [ISIL and Salafi jihad) to demonstrate the divisiveness of these issues in general and among specific identify groups. It also reveals how words—if not handled with care—are both part of the solution and part of the problem.

a. Terrorism Is Terrorism: International Terrorism versus Homegrown Violent Extremism

Bruce Hoffman defines terrorism less by the identity of the actor and more by the intent of the act. In *Inside Terrorism*, he describes terrorism as

the deliberate creation and exploitation of fear through violence or the threat of violence in the pursuit of political change. All terrorist acts involve violence or the threat of violence. Terrorism is specifically designed to have far-reaching psychological effects beyond the immediate victim(s) or object of the terrorist attack. It is meant to instill fear within, and thereby intimidate, a wider “target audience” that might include a rival ethnic or religious group, an entire country, a national government or political party, or public opinion in general. Terrorism is designed to create power where there is none or to consolidate power where there is little. Through the
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publicity generated by their violence, terrorists seek to obtain the leverage, influence and power they otherwise lack to effect political change on either local or international scale.\textsuperscript{163}

The further terrorism is explored through the offenders’ motives, as opposed to the offenders themselves, however, the narrower the distinction becomes between violent extremism and terrorism. The distinction between these two terms is importance in this thesis, especially when discussing the implications of domestic violent hate crimes and domestic acts of terror. This is a legal and philosophical issue discussed further in Chapter IV.

Furthermore, what is the difference between international terrorism and domestic terrorism, and does the distinction matter? Is Boston bomber Tamerlan Tsarnaev a homegrown terrorist because he was a legal permanent resident of the United States, or an international terrorist because he was also a Russian and Kyrgyz citizen who traveled abroad? Perhaps the distinction lies in where the individual was radicalized to violence, as suggested by Dr. Erroll Southers of the University of Southern California.\textsuperscript{164} For purposes of this research, this thesis defines \textit{international terrorism} as an ideologically motivated act of violence to incite political change; it is committed against a foreign country by an actor who is not native to that country, and does not require the actor to leave his or her native country (as the act could be committed against assets of the target country located in the terrorist’s native land or by issuing a command to a subordinate in the target country itself).\textsuperscript{165} \textit{Homegrown terrorists} are born or naturalized citizens who draw inspiration and/or receive guidance (direct or indirect) from violent extremist organizations that recruit them to commit acts of violence in pursuit of a political agenda.\textsuperscript{166}

To what extent does the distinction between international and homegrown terrorism (or violent extremism) matter? The literature argues that the distinction is not statistically
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significant. In this increasingly globalized world, influence is not constrained by physical boundaries. As we see increasing instances of targeted ideological propaganda designed to recruit and radicalize individuals to violence, regardless of geography, the psychological and statistical evidence of violent extremist activity warrants further examination.167 According to Dr. David Brannan, a homeland defense and security professor at the Naval Postgraduate School, “The domestic-versus-international split creates an artificial divide between intelligence and response capabilities” insofar as it limits information flow between foreign and domestic intelligence agencies (for example, jurisdiction of the Central Intelligence Agency verses the FBI) and the role of state and local law enforcement.168 Increasing homogeneity brought on by globalization makes it increasingly difficult to categorize, identify, and prosecute individuals for terrorism when they are American citizens or legal U.S. residents.169

A hyper-focus on international versus homegrown terrorism and violent extremism may prove detrimental to empirically validating current CVE threats and mitigation strategies. When agencies implement international and domestic counterterrorism efforts, they are required to consider constitutional protections and federal law, including the right to privacy and the latitude of domestic intelligence capabilities.170 Ultimately, in the context of CVE and this thesis, the distinction matters only in the sense that inconsistent use of the term terrorism based on its classification as international, homegrown, or domestic negatively impacts data-driven decision-making and policy development efforts.

b. Daesh, the Islamic State, or Salafi-Islam

This thesis intentionally uses the term Daesh to describe the terrorist organization referred to commonly in the United States as the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) or
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the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL; the two are used interchangeably). The Levant is French for “lands of the rising sun” and is the historical term used by the French to describe present-day Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Palestine, and Jordan.\textsuperscript{171} Daesh is the acronym for the Arabic term \textit{al-Dawla al-Islamyia fil Iraq wa‘al Sham}, which specifically translates to the Islamic State (or Nation) in Iraq and Syria.\textsuperscript{172}

Established under Abu Musab al-Zarqawi in 1999, the terror organization was originally known as \textit{Jama‘at al-Tawhid wal-Jihad}, Arabic for the Society for Monotheism and Jihad, before it identified as Al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) in 2004. Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi became AQI’s leader in 2010 and renamed AQI to Daesh, or the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, after a series of attacks and land seizures.\textsuperscript{173} Upon self-declaration of the restored caliphate, al-Baghdadi demanded the group drop the ending (of Iraq and Syria) and that the group just be referred to as the Islamic State (or IS).\textsuperscript{174}

Those who oppose use of the term Islamic State argue that the terror organization is neither a state nor Islamic. Continued reference to this argument is pejorative and exacerbates harmful anti-Islamic sentiments caused by associating violent extremism explicitly with Islam. The University of Chicago published a 2012 study that found using a foreign language reduces decision-making biases, ultimately influencing perceptions of risk and benefit.\textsuperscript{175} For example, the Nigerian terrorist organization name that translates to “Western Education is Sin” is more commonly known as Boko Haram (albeit this “sinful education” translation has more to do with colonial imposition than the banishment of all
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Western education). Similarly, the terrorist organization called “The Base” is more infamously known as Al-Qaeda. The logic behind the United States’ decision to use an English-translated name for a designated foreign terrorist organization now, with the rise of Daesh, remains unclear in the literature. European countries have chosen to reverse this rhetoric by using the term Daesh, rather than the English translation, following backlash from communities. Perhaps this is another lesson that the United States should heed.

Changing U.S. linguistic rhetoric may positively influence needed reform for discourse in America about Islam. Public officials and political pundits regularly call upon Muslims to denounce the actions of Daesh or to delegitimize their agenda and propaganda. Such calls to action have done nothing to stifle Daesh activity. In fact, in the United States, such actions may be contributing to greater fear of and stigmatization toward American Muslims. The same inciters have yet to call upon Christians to denounce violent actions committed at the hands of other self-identified Christians. A 2015 report by the Public Religion Research Institute validated this double standard in how Americans judge acts of violence in the name of religion. According to the report, 75 percent of the Americans polled believe that self-identified Christians who commit acts of violence in the name of Christianity are not truly Christian, but only 50 percent extend that same attitude to self-identified Muslims who commit acts of violence in the name of Islam.

Additionally, this thesis argues that the term Salafi Islam—or violent Salafi jihadism—is another misnomer when describing the ideology of Daesh. Salafi is defined as a series of movements to return to the purest form of Sunni Islam following a perceived weakness in the Islamic world, which as described in the book Islamism;
however, this definition is subjective and struggles with competing definitions in and of itself.\textsuperscript{180} Although the Wahhabi movement in Saudi Arabia is responsible for some of the most brutal violence and human rights violations in the name of Salafi Islam, the Salafi movement is inherently pacifist. In the truest application of “the enemy of my enemy is my friend” adage, Salafi Islam is yet again proven a misnomer of Daesh. The Iraqi Baath Party, a predominately secular, pan-Arab nationalist movement inherently at odds with the principles of the Salafi Islam ideology, had leadership alliances with Daesh.\textsuperscript{181} While not the only hypocrisy demonstrated by Daesh, this atypical coalition and the rise of Baath Party leaders within Daesh further distinguishes Daesh from any sort of Salafi movement.

It is also argued that \textit{jihad} is another term used to prevent confliction with the Establishment Clause of the U.S. Constitution. The Establishment Clause in the First Amendment of the Constitution states, “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech.”\textsuperscript{182} Actions by the USG that imply or suggest the religious term jihad has a definition associated with terrorism comes uncomfortably close to infringing on the Establishment Clause. Neither a violent interpretation of Salafi jihadism, violent extremists referring to themselves as jihadis, nor the placement of preemptive qualifying language such as \textit{violent} before Salafi jihadism warrant occupation of the term to describe this terrorist organization.\textsuperscript{183} Calling this group anything other than Daesh does not lend it any credibility—because words matter.

\section*{D. CONCLUSION}

There is a substantial amount of information on violent extremism from the perspectives of the psychology of human behavior, criminal justice, and international
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comparative studies. However, there is limited publicly available information about federal policies, plans, and programs associated with CVE. By leveraging open-source, evaluative information from federal agencies and departments, congressional research and testimony, community-based advocacy organizations, and counterterrorism experts and practitioners, this chapter has established a new body of knowledge. While the intended and unintended consequences of U.S. CVE efforts are not all adverse, it is the purpose of this research to explore and identify those that in order to make improvements and achieve goals. The unique data set established here, in conjunction with findings from the comparative case study analysis of Australia in the next chapter, serve as the information source applied to the staircase to terrorism theory in Chapter IV.
III. THE CASE OF AUSTRALIA

A strong and trusting relationship between the government and communities is crucial to ensuring the right messages reach the hearts and minds of those who might be vulnerable to the propaganda of terror groups.

Malcolm Turnbull, Prime Minister of Australia184

This chapter explores the CVE experience of the Commonwealth of Australia. Over the years, Australia’s CVE policy has shifted from largely punitive and kinetic-based programming to a more community-driven and prevention-focused effort. Evidence from Australia—using a case study approach—supports the identification of adverse, unintended consequences of U.S. CVE efforts. The chapter concludes with an impact assessment that identifies lessons learned from and ongoing implementation challenges in Australia. A comparative analysis between Australia and the United States, when combined with the data synthesized in the literature review, validates the hypothesis that adverse, unintended consequences of U.S. CVE efforts not only exist but also are pervasive—to the point that they create greater national insecurity.

Australia was selected for comparative analysis for three primary reasons. First, the threats posed by violent extremism in Australia and the United States are similar. While many other countries also prioritize mitigating violent extremist threats, a shared threat profile between the two countries—including the types and techniques of violent extremist activity—make them particularly comparable. Second, Australia is an English-speaking country with a federal system of government; although Australia is a constitutional
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monarchy and the United States a republic, they share a belief in liberal democracy.\(^{185}\) When studying nuanced, politically charged, and complex social issues, such as those associated with the CVE mission, similarities in political systems go a long way for comparison. Finally, Australia was also selected because its government expressly considered the outcomes of early CVE efforts in the UK prior to launching its own CVE program, called Building Community Resilience, in 2010.\(^{186}\) However, upon implementation, Australia soon experienced challenges that mirrored the UK’s. It is therefore worth examining how the developers of the Australian model applied their observations from the UK experience, and how earlier studies of adverse, unintended consequences could have influenced their initial efforts. Like in the UK and United States, however, there is an absence of qualitative and quantitative metrics through which to evaluate the effectiveness of Australian CVE programming.

A. BACKGROUND

In March 2009, Australian Attorney-General Robert McClelland warned that an attack from a “disgruntled and alienated Australian youth” was just as credible a threat to national security as one from an international terrorist organization.\(^{187}\) The threat of Australians radicalizing to violence within national borders and the return of foreign fighters remain the government’s primary terrorism concerns. The Australian government continues to prioritize counterterrorism legislation and CVE programming as two critical parts of its national security strategy. In 2010, the Department of the Prime Minister issued a counterterrorism white paper titled *Securing Australia: Protecting Our Community*,
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\(^{185}\) Australia is both a representative democracy and a constitutional monarchy under Queen Elizabeth II. This parliamentary style of government, meaning executive power comes from and is responsible to the Parliament, consists of six independently governed states and three territories that operate within a centralized federal government. The federal government is established by three powers—the legislative, executive, and judicial. The Parliament is at the center of the Australian federal government and consists of the queen, represented by the governor-general in the executive power, and two houses in the legislative power, the House of Representatives and the Senate, also known as the Ministry. More information can be found at “How Government Works,” Australia Government, accessed March 22, 2018, http://www.australia.gov.au/about-government/how-government-works.
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which determined violent extremism to be a “real and enduring” threat and a “persistent and permanent feature of Australia’s security environment.”\textsuperscript{188}

Despite high rates of terrorism-related activity in the country, Australia has been comparatively spared from acts of violent extremism.\textsuperscript{189} Shandon Harris-Hogan estimated that since World War II, there have been 150 incidents of executed, attempted, or planned acts of violent extremism in Australia.\textsuperscript{190} These cases have been largely nationalist and political in nature. Starting with the 1978 Hilton Hotel bombing in Sydney, 113 people died in Australia as a result of terrorism, including Australians killed in international terror attacks, between 1978 and 2014.\textsuperscript{191} In December 2014, however, a pivotal change in the history of terrorism took place in Australia.

On December 15, 2014, a known and violent criminal named Man Haron Monis held eighteen people hostage—and ended up killing two people—at a Lindt Chocolate Café in Sydney. Toward the end of the seventeen-hour ordeal, and before he was killed by law enforcement, Monis boasted ties to Daesh and proclaimed that a new era of terrorism in Australia had launched.\textsuperscript{192} Monis was already on law enforcement radar for a “long history of violent crime, infatuation with extremism, and mental instability.”\textsuperscript{193} His violent criminal past included accessory to murder—for stabbing and burning his ex-wife—and
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over forty sexual assault charges. Mental health professionals familiar with his condition still debate whether or not he was actually radicalized to violence by Daesh, or if he claimed the affiliation for notoriety.

Australia does not define the severity of its threat environment by the number of terrorism-related deaths, but rather by the availability of credible intelligence and information derived from over 400 ongoing terror-related investigations and foiled plots since 2014. Australia reports that between 2014 and 2016, at least fifteen terror attacks would have occurred had law enforcement not thwarted the plans. Furthermore, since September 2014, sixteen counterterrorism operations have resulted in law enforcement charging more forty people with terrorism and other related offenses. The Australian Security Intelligence Organization (ASIO) contends that more “low capability soft target attacks” are probable, and that this probability warrants an approach “far broader and more sustained than simply a security and law enforcement response.” In March 2017, extensive government-funded research concluded that this form of violence can be categorized into groups that may help explain and counter the threat: ethno-nationalist violence, far-right violence, issue-oriented violence, jihadist violence, and jihadist foreign fighter violence.

Although the Australian government acknowledges that violent extremist threats are not singular in nature, the literature shows that the government’s focus is unequivocally singular in practice. The majority of Australian counterterrorism and CVE resources are
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dedicated to threats stemming from the rise of Daesh, the impact of conflict in Syria and Iraq, and the effective recruitment and radicalization of young people toward this specific brand of violence. Australia’s counterterrorism strategy states:

Terrorism based on other ideological, religious, or political beliefs—such as right wing or left wing extremists—is also of concern, though it does not represent the same magnitude of threat as that posed by violent extremists claiming to act in the name of Islam.

Like the United States, Australia continues to focus on a singular type of violent extremist threat; however, unlike the United States, Australia publicly admits to the decision.

B. AUSTRALIA’S APPROACH TO CVE

The 2015 Review of Australia’s Counter-Terrorism Machinery report states that despite improvements in counterterrorism capabilities, a terror attack in Australia remains probable; all terrorism-related metrics are worsening. While the commonwealth did not formally endorse the findings of the report at first, the attorney general’s budget portfolio for 2015–2016 suggests concurrence. The government has responded by substantially increasing offensive counterterrorism efforts (via law enforcement and legislation) and defensive efforts (e.g., infrastructure protection and border security). From 2001 to 2014, the overall budget of the ASIO increased more than five-fold, the budget for the Office of National Assessments nearly quadrupled, the Australian Secret Intelligence Service’s budget almost tripled, and the Australian Federal Police’s budget doubled.

Additionally, the commonwealth has enhanced international efforts by giving $3 million to the Global Community Engagement and Resilience Fund and endorsing the
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UN Secretary General’s *Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism*. Domestically, Australia has made great strides in recognizing the dynamic and complex nature of violent extremism. In addition to dedicating $2.5 million to establish the Commonwealth Secretariat Counter-Violent Extremism unit, the government also released a new CVE framework entitled “Development Approaches to Countering Violent Extremism.”

As previously mentioned, the Australian government formally recognized a national CVE approach as a part of its counterterrorism strategy in the 2010 white paper, *Securing Australia: Protecting Our Future*. The authors of the paper state, “[The] Commonwealth and the states and territories are working cooperatively to develop a national approach to CVE which will form an integral part of Australia’s national counter-terrorism strategy.” Before launching the national strategy, Australian findings were a result of a federal multi-organization subcommittee on CVE charged with building a comprehensive, data-driven approach. The Australian government recognizes community engagement and partnership as a cornerstone of its violent extremism prevention strategy, as outlined in the 2012 *National Counter-Terrorism Strategy*.

In August 2014, the government announced a new CVE program focused on three areas:

- Establishing early intervention and counter-radicalization programs to help people disengage from violent ideologies.
- Working with communities to prevent their members from moving down the path of radicalization to violence.
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Reducing the impact of terrorists’ use of social media by helping people develop the digital skills needed to critically assess claims, and promoting alternative messages online.\(^{209}\)

While the language reflects that of U.S. CVE programs, the point of deviation is significant. The updated Australian program focuses on identifying, assessing, and referring individuals to health care, mentoring, educational, and counseling support services.\(^{210}\) It also focuses on preventing foreign fighters from leaving Australia and requires programs to discourage, deter, and prohibit Australians from traveling to conflict zones overseas. Conversely, the U.S. CVE strategy intends for communities to develop and sustain programs themselves. The USG primarily serves as a convener, facilitator, and to a lesser extent funder, supporting efforts led by civil society.

To implement this revised strategy, the Australian government created the Living Safe Together initiative to replace the Building Community Resilience program. Living Safe Together is as an online portal to share information about building resilient communities against violent extremism.\(^{211}\) The website offers a suite of specifically tailored tools, resources, and multilingual materials. Whereas the Building Community Resilience program focused on developing frameworks and redesigning existing services, Living Safe Together focuses on operationalizing frameworks and plans.\(^{212}\) Moreover, Living Safe Together consolidates resources to help organizations prevent and report extremist activity, maintains a comprehensive calendar of trainings and multicultural events for communities, and provides credible information to communicate the government’s counterterrorism and civil liberty policy and programs.\(^{213}\)
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Living Safe Together has had its challenges. A 2016 report by the Australian National Audit Office condemned the coalition for mismanaging the grant program, citing deficiencies in the program’s approach to assessing grant applications.214 In addition to awarding grants to ineligible organizations, the report states the government failed to follow up with people referred to intervention programs to ensure they registered with the Countering Violent Extremism Intervention Services Directory, as required.215 The program continues to draw criticism for being excessively grounded in law enforcement, contributing to stigma against Australian Muslims, and inciting anxiety by not releasing the names of grant awardees. It is unclear, through open-source research, if DHS officials discussed unintended consequences with Australian colleagues prior to launching the similar U.S. grant program. However, given that at least four U.S. grant recipients have since refused participation in the grant program—citing fear and insecurity—this thesis argues that even if discussions had occurred, implementation has not reflected the lessons learned.216

While much debate continues domestically about which federal department or agencies should lead CVE efforts in the United States, the Australian Attorney-General Department, akin to the U.S. DOJ, takes a predominate role in CVE in Australia. Over the last ten years, the Attorney-General Department has broadened the scope of the committee to include prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery into its counterterrorism approach.217 The Attorney-General Department also leads the ASIO and the Australia-New Zealand National Counter-Terrorism Committee, which is responsible for the implementation of the national counterterrorism plan. The committee is made up of federal, state, and territorial representatives, and provides strategic policy advice to the various
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levels of government, conducts threat assessments and analysis, and supports investigations.

In its role as an advisory committee, the Australia-New Zealand group helps shape Australian counterterrorism policy and initiatives. In 2012, it edited the *National Counter-Terrorism Strategy* to emphasize community-based efforts to CVE as part of its resilience objective. Specifically, the Attorney-General Department and the committee are able to intervene in communities to help individuals disengage from violent radicalization or recruitment. They also support Prime Minster Malcolm Turnbull’s statement that government efforts need to focus on intervening and diverting individuals from radicalization, helping institutions and the public sector combat violent extremist ideology, and maintaining a strong, multicultural society. While the plan pledges resources that promote soft-power civil society programs partnering with communities to counter violent extremist narratives, Australia remains steadfast on hard-power approaches to counterterrorism with law enforcement at the center; thus securitizing and conflating community engagement and CVE.

The Attorney-General’s CVE group is also responsible for the aforementioned grant programs, and issued approximately fifty-eight grants between 2011 and 2014 that focused on youth mentoring and building resilient communities. The literature reveals eighty-seven distinct CVE projects in Australia between 2010 and 2014. CVE programs led by the government, especially those with an inherently investigative and prosecutorial mandate, lacked an understanding of challenges facing local communities. Given their mandate, the Attorney-General Department in Australia and DOJ in the United States do not have the ability to serve as honest brokers in the pre-crime space.
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C. LESSONS LEARNED

Australia has been actively attempting community-based approaches to counterterrorism for over a decade. However, as with the United States, publicly available and authoritative metrics for evaluating the effectiveness and impact of Australian CVE efforts are limited. This section provides two significant lessons learned from Australian CVE programs and policy, which, because of the similarity to the U.S. CVE model, support the unintended consequences discussed in Chapter IV.

1. Programs Do Not Reach People; People Reach People

One initial finding regarding early CVE efforts in Australia (2004–2010) is that programming tended to be too broad and failed to engage with at-risk individuals directly. In addition to communities having concerns with individuals being classified as “at risk,” the mentoring programs to deter these targeted populations from being influenced by violent radical ideologies were unsuccessful.222 Similarly, interfaith and multicultural educations programs in schools have had little effect in deterring individuals from radicalization to violence either.223 Additionally, trusted, non-law enforcement–focused intervention programs for individuals to turn to prior to committing any crimes remains a gap in both Australia and in the United States, despite both countries identifying this as one of the main goals for CVE success. The updated Australian approach to CVE launched in 2014 prescribes allocation of funding to individual interventions and community-level programming to narrow the scope of efforts and reach people more directly.224

As the shift to updating Australian CVE programs is still emerging and as past programs either phase out or adapt, the metrics for evaluating success of Australian CVE efforts remain undeveloped. Publicly available, evaluative literature, especially after 2016, remains scarce. In addition, given the noticeable decrease in grant funding for communities
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and increase in funding for CVE efforts internationally, the future of Australian CVE efforts within the commonwealth remains unclear.

2. Stigmatization

Despite recognized forms of violent extremism beyond those related to Al-Qaeda and Daesh, the focus of Australian CVE efforts remains on young Australian Muslims. This is not a new challenge in Australia, however. As early as 2006, when the government established the Muslim Community Reference Group to advise the government on terrorism and social cohesion, feedback from the Australian Muslim and Australian Arab communities regarding stigmatization and discrimination persisted.225 Like the United States and the UK, prior to CVE efforts, Australian communities were dealing with the social backlash of their nations going to war to “win hearts and minds” overseas. Pervasive backlash against particular communities is also evident by recent political activity and speech, including Brexit in the UK and the 2016 presidential election in the United States.226 Also similar to what has happened in the United States, early CVE approaches in Australia undermined democratic principles, destabilized the credibility of religious leaders who cooperated with government officials, and ultimately exacerbated stigma against Australian Muslims.

Over the years, efforts to ameliorate distrust between the Australian government and individuals within communities targeted by CVE programming have been futile. Community members continue to express sentiments of alienation and stigmatization after years of disproportionate scrutiny (whether real or perceived). As seen in the United States as well, advocacy groups and citizens in Australia view CVE efforts with suspicion, and organizations and community leaders are calling for boycotts of CVE engagement efforts. Critics argue the singular focus on Islam, specific ethnicities, and demographics is
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inherently counterproductive to promoting “social cohesion.”

Rather, efforts are feeding terrorist narratives by implying that Islam as a religion must be moderated and influenced by government to distinguish a “good” Muslim from a “bad” Muslim.

A recent example of stigmatization plaguing Australia is requests for state and federal education ministers to approve a new curriculum designed to combat radicalization of homegrown terrorists in Australia. The strategy, developed by Executive Director of the Australian Strategic Policy Institute Peter Jennings, teaches Islam and Middle Eastern politics; Jennings says that if students could “spend one less hour learning about Gallipoli and one extra hour having a sensible discussion about contemporary Middle Eastern politics, they might not be seeking that information out online.” While he suggests the curriculum should teach about all religions and what it means to be Australian, the current approach specifically addresses terrorism by focusing on Islam, the Middle East, and violent extremist ideology.

This systemic propaganda is an unintended consequence of CVE efforts in Australia, and one that is gaining momentum in the United States. The issues of stigma and propaganda in Australia draw a critically concerning parallel to U.S. CVE efforts. In addition to legal precedence restricting religious speech when content incites illegal activities and fighting words, the call for educating Americans on “moderate” versus “extreme” forms of religion also violates the intent of the Establishment Clause under the First Amendment. Such a legal precedent does not exist in Australia; as a result, the Australian government launched a pilot program for administering a national curriculum
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on Islam.\(^{232}\) However, despite the Establishment Clause, U.S.-based organizations regularly advocate programs that educate Muslim communities on their definition of moderate Islam.

The American Islamic Forum for Democracy and the Muslim Reform Movement are examples of organizations working along the party lines of Congress to promote agendas to reform Islam in the United States institutionally. The highly divisive Zuhdi Jasser, a self-identified Muslim and the president and founder of the American Islamic Forum for Democracy, argues that terror is rooted in Islam itself. In his book *A Battle for the Soul of Islam: An American Muslim Patriot’s Fight to Save His Faith*, Jasser writes, “If we [Muslims] inoculate them [youth and young Muslim adults] with the ideas of liberty and freedom, they can never be taken over by the supremacism of political Islam.”\(^{233}\) The suggestion that Islam inherently conflicts with the democratic tenets of liberty and freedom is one of many controversial notions put forth by Jasser, making him one of the most antagonistic public figures working as an expert on the issue of violent extremism. As co-founder of the Muslim Reform Movement and author of the *Declaration for Muslim Reform*, Jasser has mobilized a politically and socially charged cult following, and his narratives are gaining attention from both sides of the political aisle.

While private, independent institutions have the constitutional right to promulgate such messaging, legal boundaries are dangerously crossed when such propaganda is endorsed in the public sector. Senator Mitch McConnell (R-Kentucky) appointed Jasser as commissioner and vice chair of the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom, where Jasser served from 2012 to 2016.\(^{234}\) In addition, Jasser has briefed the House and Senate a number of times, providing his brand of expertise to Congress on mitigating the


threat of political Islam. He also publicly supports some of the most contentious religiously motivated public policy proposed and enacted by the Trump administration.235

Regardless of the ethical and legal conflict of government engaging in such discourse and activity, the U.S. and Australian governments entertaining such methodology as part of CVE efforts is grounded in undeniable adverse, unintended consequences. In Chapter IV, these unintended consequences are further revealed as a contributor to greater national insecurity.

D. CONCLUSION

The Australian approach to counterterrorism and CVE has proven agile in its ability to change policy and distribute grant funding. However, the literature on the success and implications of efforts suggest programming is still not achieving the intended goal of preventing young Australians from falling prey to violent extremist recruitment. The renewed $13.4 million commitment to Australian CVE programming is a step in addressing these shortcomings, so long as organizers bear the impact of unintended consequences in mind when developing and implementing programs.236 The continued conflation of counterterrorism and community-based CVE efforts is a pervasive contributor to unintended consequences of CVE efforts in both Australia and the United States.


IV. THE ADVERSE, UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF U.S. CVE EFFORTS

The health of a democratic society may be measured by the quality of functions performed by private citizens.

Alexis de Tocqueville

Based on the publicly available information describing existing federal policies and programs and the narratives about CVE efforts from academics, advocacy groups, practitioners, and impacted community-based individuals and organizations, this research has established a credible data set for analysis. This analysis yields a number of adverse, unintended consequences, explored further in this chapter; however, they ultimately distill into one overarching finding: current CVE efforts are contributing to greater national insecurity. Simply put, this thesis argues that the opposite of CVE’s intended purpose has resulted from current efforts; while CVE programs may be having positive effects, this adverse consequence outweighs any positive outcomes. This chapter explores two detailed examples of unintended consequences that provide further explanation leading to this alarming conclusion.

A. VULNERABILITIES IN STRATEGY AND APPROACH

The current U.S. CVE strategy is dated, does not reflect the evolving threat, and does not consider lessons learned from historical CVE efforts. When the strategy was updated based on the 2016 SIP, the changes attempted to streamline federal activities, with a focus on interagency responsibilities and coordination. Yet there is no indication that this revised strategic plan considers statistical data about violent extremist acts, including thwarted attacks, or feedback on efforts in the United States between 2011 (when the original SIP was published) and 2016. Thus, the vulnerability in the SIP is inherent, both strategically and operationally.
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Perhaps one of the most apparent vulnerabilities is the USG’s lack of attention to the grievances raised by the organizations and practitioners directly affected by CVE initiatives—especially considering that effective implementation of the SIP is reliant upon trusted collaboration with those very communities. The grievances raised by professionals who conduct prevention and intervention work in communities remain inadequately addressed by the federal agencies who seek their collaboration, which almost immediately delegitimizes CVE efforts in the eyes of credible community voices.\(^{238}\) As discussed in Chapter II, these grievances include the stigmatization of Americans of Arab and South Asian descent and American Muslims, insufficient transparency regarding the USG’s methodology for developing policies and programs, and the inconsistent training and role of law enforcement in conducting CVE efforts. U.S. CVE strategy is built on the foundation that the best defense against violent extremism is a well-informed, resilient, and empowered community, which makes these grievances especially problematic.\(^{239}\)

Another vulnerability in U.S. strategy and approach to CVE is the lack of attention on nonsecuritized engagement—specifically, regarding soon-to-be released prisoners who have been incarcerated for terrorism and/or violent extremist–related convictions.\(^{240}\) The 2011 SIP rightfully included nearly fifty future activities for various federal agencies to undertake, including deradicalization of violence in prisons.\(^{241}\) Specifically, the strategy instructs interagency efforts to unite to

- Improve awareness of the risk of violent extremism in correctional systems;
- Enhance screening of new inmates to detect individuals associated with violent extremist organizations;
- Improve detection of recruitment efforts within the correctional environment; and
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• Increase information sharing, as appropriate, with federal, state, and local law enforcement about inmates who may have adopted violent extremist beliefs and are being released.242

The updated 2016 SIP has eliminated most of this language, however, including one sub-objective in Interventions Task 3.3, which instructs the DOJ to leverage the CVE Task Force to develop disengagement and rehabilitation programs for individuals reentering society following incarceration. The reissued SIP completely removes this topic from the mission.243 Furthermore, it does little to operationalize how the DOJ and the CVE Task Force—a temporal, non-congressionally mandated function within the USG—would collaborate with one another and the Bureau of Prisons to accomplish such a goal.

Figure 2 shows a vignette from the 2016 SIP that highlights Life After Hate—a federally supported nonprofit organization focusing specifically on violent extremist interventions. Government and community-based organizations have lauded Life After Hate as a program that understands individual pathways toward violent extremism, as well as pathways that voluntarily lead individuals away from violent extremist movements. The program is led by a self-identified former neo-Nazi, and it specializes in building community-based prevention and intervention models for violent extremist organizations and movements. Despite federal recognition of the need for disengagement and rehabilitation programs, and Life After Hate’s success in executing this very mission, Life After Hate—originally selected as a DHS CVE grant awardee—was later denied its $400,000 grant and removed from the list of awardees.244 The criteria for the grants, prescribed by former DHS Secretary General John Kelly and the new Trump administration, largely focuses, instead, on law enforcement–centered applicants.245
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is an essential and recurring finding of this research: that DHS and the USG are leaning on law enforcement to counter violent extremism.

Figure 2. SIP Task 3.3: Intervention Efforts

A dangerously overlooked issue is the larger number of violent hate groups and gang members in prison compared to those who claim to be affiliated with a foreign terrorist organization. Since 9/11, more than 250 self-identified Muslims have been charged and convicted for involvement in terror-related plots; 132 of them currently have release dates. In October 2015, the Subcommittee on Counterterrorism and Intelligence indicated more than 100 federal prisoners linked to terrorism would be released in the next five years. To keep this data in perspective, these numbers represent roughly 13 percent
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of all prisoners nationally, according to the Bureau of Justice Statistics.\textsuperscript{249} The Aryan Brotherhood has a national-level prison gang with approximately 15,000 members in and out of incarceration, and the Nazi Low Riders, a regional gang, has 800 to 1,000 inmates incarcerated across the West Coast and southwest.\textsuperscript{250} One of the largest violent extremist groups in prisons is the Aryan Circle, an offshoot of the Aryan Brotherhood based out of Texas that is rapidly expanding its ideologically motivated violence nationwide and beyond prison walls.\textsuperscript{251} The Aryan Circle is particularly dangerous in that, unlike many other prison gangs, it prioritizes violence to advance the white supremacy movement over traditional criminal activity.\textsuperscript{252} In the context of national security, this is alarming. While U.S. counterterrorism efforts remain focused on violent extremist acts linked to self-identified Muslims, the data shows this threat makes up 26 percent of ideologically motivated murders, compared to 71 percent of murders carried out by violent right-wing extremists.\textsuperscript{253} This disparity is a contributing factor to the adverse, unintended consequences of CVE efforts.

In a 2015 report, the National Institute for Justice concluded that, despite the unprecedented problem of radicalization in prisons, only a “small fraction” of radical beliefs materialize into a terror attack.\textsuperscript{254} According to the report, “Prisoner radicalization grows in the secretive underground of inmate subcultures through prison gangs and extremist interpretations of religious doctrines that inspire ideologies.”\textsuperscript{255} Rehabilitation during incarceration and reintegration services provided post-release are necessary to
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mitigate risk and build mutually beneficial partnerships with individuals who formerly radicalized to violence.

This issues of disengagement, rehabilitation, and reentrance are a microcosm of another vulnerability within the SIP. In addition to its vague guidance to identify requirements, conduct research, and develop frameworks, the SIP fails to support communities by directly providing resources and tangible solutions. The following sections demonstrate how related unintended consequence are leading to greater national insecurity.

1. **CVE Implementation: Word versus Deed**

The disparity between word and deed in U.S. CVE policy is one of the most significant vulnerabilities and best exemplified by the way violent extremism is defined in rhetoric versus the way it is defined in practice. Although the National Strategy and SIP imply the USG will address all forms of violent extremism, there is no evidence that the USG has conducted any engagement activities to help communities understand and thwart radicalization to violence. Recinding funding from Life After Hate—among other actions—has furthered sentiments that the current administration is directing federal funding toward the threats posed specifically by foreign-born or foreign nationals, largely at the hands of self-identified Muslims and/or Al-Qaeda- and Daesh-inspired activity. Violent extremism holistically does not appear to be a priority. Anti-Semitic and anti-Islam rhetoric from a number of current and former administration officials contribute to this finding.

For example, Katharine Gorka, a politically appointed senior advisor to DHS and a member of President Trump’s transition team, and her husband, Sebastian Gorka, a former advisor to President Trump, are known for public and controversial rhetoric about Islam.256 By promulgating the belief that white supremacy is not “the problem” in the United States, DHS officials divert federal resources away from countering white
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supremacy movements.\textsuperscript{257} Even more recently, in July 2018, the Department of Health and Human Services put Trump appointee Ximena Barreto, a senior leader within the organization, on administrative leave for publishing a number of controversial social media posts, including posts that referred to Islam as a cult and made other racist attacks against Muslim, Jews, and African Americans.\textsuperscript{258}

Much like in the UK and Australia, the United States’ CVE efforts operate with a singular focus: engaging American-Muslim and American-Arab communities in CVE efforts to the exclusion of other credible threats. One of the most concerning vulnerabilities associated with this narrow scope is the disproportionate resources being extended to the singular threat. The names James Von Brunn, Wade Michael Page, Frazier Glenn Miller, and Jerad and Amanda Miller all have something in common: although each of these people used violence to express an ideology and promote political change, none of them are classified as terrorists or violent extremists under current U.S. law.\textsuperscript{259} Similarly, Dylann Roof, a violent extremist who killed nine congregants at a historical African American Church in Charleston, South Carolina, maintained a social media profile with ties to pro-apartheid and segregationist activity; however, he was convicted of murder and a hate crime, not terrorism—skewing the data on national security threats and terrorism in America.\textsuperscript{260}


\textsuperscript{259} In 2009, Scott Roeder killed Dr. George Tiller, an abortion provider, at a Lutheran Church where Tiller served as an usher. In an act of aggression against the USG, Joseph Andrew Stack flew a plane into an Austin, Texas, IRS building, killing one person, in 2010. In 2012, known white supremacist Wade Michael Page killed six people at a Sikh Temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. Frazier Glenn Miller, who has a long history of KKK activity, killed three people near a Jewish community center in Overland Park, Texas, in 2014. Also in 2014, Jerad and Amanda Miller, active anti-government actors, randomly murdered two police officers and a civilian. See Ben Mathias-Lilley, “The Long List of Murders Committed by White Extremists Since the Oklahoma City Bombing,” Slate, June 18, 2015, http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2015/06/18/white_extremist_murders_killed_at_least_60_in_u_s_since_1995.html.

Defining right-wing (or far-right) extremism is as challenging as it is subjective. Similar to the absence of an agreed-upon definition for terrorism and violent extremism, there is no standard definition for the term violent right-wing extremism. To stay within the scope of this research, this thesis frames the term by elaborating on the work of Professor Arie Perliger’s report *Challengers from the Sidelines: Understanding America’s Violent Far-Right*. Simply put, Perliger concludes that there are three main ideological movements within the American violent far right: racists, white supremacists, and anti-federalist or anti-government movements. While this is a strong foundation, Perliger’s anti-federalist group only loosely correlates to a major violent right-wing extremism sect—theologically motivated violent extremists such as the Christian Identity Movement. The Southern Poverty Law Center cites nearly two dozen organizations associated with the Christian Identity Movement, such as America’s Promise Ministries and Kingdom Identity Ministries. This number rises exponentially with the inclusion of individual churches, militia groups, and issue-specific organizations with similar ideologies. The Christian Identity Movement originated from the nineteenth-century British Israelism movement in which followers desired racial supremacy and biblical law as the governing structure and for which violence served as a means to an end.

Using this definition and the discussion in Chapter II, the threat from violent right-wing extremist groups is increasingly grave and yet alarmingly unaddressed in the United States when compared to political or ideological violence committed by self-identified Muslims. The GAO reported that between September 2001 and December 31, 2016, far-right violent extremists killed 106 people in 62 separate incidents, whereas self-identified Muslim violent extremists killed 119 people in 23 separate incidents. Of note, 58 of those 119 victims of Muslim violent extremism perished in a single event—the Pulse Night
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Club shooting in Orlando, Florida, in 2016. In ten of the fifteen years studied by the GAO, violent far-right attacks exceeded those caused by self-identified Muslims; and in three of the years the numbers were the same.265

In September 2017, the FBI was unable to identify the number of agents working on domestic terrorism investigations, but it indicated it had 176 related arrests and over 1,000 open investigations.266 A study by the Investigative Fund documented 201 terrorist incidents in the United States from 2008 to 2016, in which 63 cases were related to Al-Qaeda or Daesh–inspired terrorism, versus 115 at the hands of violent far-right organizations.267 During this 2008 to 2016 period, as reported by The Hill, independent research suggests that the ratio of violent far-right plots and attacks against those from self-identified Muslims could have been as much a 2 to 1.268

The domestic threat of violent extremism warrants attention and a whole-of-society approach, as stated in the National Strategy. However, the disparity between the rhetoric and implementation of the National Strategy remains a primary vulnerability—one that has cascading influence on the adverse, unintended consequences of American CVE policy. This research argues that domestic CVE programs are in reality an extension of problematic post-9/11 counterterrorism efforts, specifically toward American-Muslim and American-Arab communities.269

2. The Legal Limitations of Domestic Terrorism

Vulnerabilities in the U.S. CVE strategy also stem from how the country legally defines, investigates, and prosecutes acts of violent extremism. Because there is no
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consistent, federally recognized distinction between terrorism and violent extremism—and because they are classified similarly—the data is insufficient and skews statistical analysis for developing data-driven public policy.

Current U.S. Code on definitions and criminal charges related to terrorism is deeply problematic. The U.S. Patriot Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2331 (as shown in Figure 3), expands existing terrorism definitions to include domestic terrorism without establishing a crime of domestic terrorism.270 Instead, the Patriot Act provides laws to expand investigative and prosecutorial authority. The inclusion of “aggravating factors” to law enables prosecutors to link acts of violent extremism with domestic terrorism to enhance criminal charges. If the individual is convicted, this would also enable harsher penalties. For example, a domestic terrorism aggravating factor could increase the penalty for “obstructing a federal investigation by refusing to testify before a grand jury in a case involving terrorist fundraising allegation” from two or three years of imprisonment to more than ten years.271 The most commonly applied aggravating factor to federal charges against violent extremists is 18 U.S.C. § 2339A, Providing Material Support to Terrorism.

However, this legal expansion does not sufficiently replace an actual criminal charge of domestic terrorism. For example, in 2016 three convicted criminals—who called themselves the Crusaders—discussed attacks on members of Congress, contemplated burning down churches that helped refugees, and considered killing property owners who rented to Muslims.272 Ultimately, they bombed a residential prayer complex largely occupied by Somali immigrants. Despite their legal defense, which claimed that the FBI was trespassing on their first amendment right to “idle talk” inspired by President Trump’s campaign, a jury found them guilty of conspiring to use a deadly weapon and conspiracy against rights, which is a hate crime. Though these men potentially face life in prison, they
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are not legally defined as terrorists, thus skewing research, data, and public perceptions. The exclusion of a specific domestic terrorism crime does a disservice to victims and to national efforts to prevent violent extremism.

**Definitions of Terrorism in the U.S. Code**

"International terrorism" means activities with the following three characteristics:

- Involve violent acts or acts dangerous to human life that violate federal or state law;
- Appear to be intended (i) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population; (ii) to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion; or (iii) to affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or kidnapping; and
- Occur primarily outside the territorial jurisdiction of the U.S., or transcend national boundaries in terms of the means by which they are accomplished, the persons they appear intended to intimidate or coerce, or the locale in which their perpetrators operate or seek asylum.*

"Domestic terrorism" means activities with the following three characteristics:

- Involve acts dangerous to human life that violate federal or state law;
- Appear intended (i) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population; (ii) to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion; or (iii) to affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or kidnapping; and
- Occur primarily within the territorial jurisdiction of the U.S.

18 U.S.C. § 2332b defines the term "federal crime of terrorism" as an offense that:

- Is calculated to influence or affect the conduct of government by intimidation or coercion, or to retaliate against government conduct; and
- Is a violation of one of several listed statutes, including § 930(c) (relating to killing or attempted killing during an attack on a federal facility with a dangerous weapon); and § 1114 (relating to killing or attempted killing of officers and employees of the U.S.).
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This thesis recognizes the vulnerabilities in U.S. CVE strategy by exposing disconnects between policy rhetoric and practice and exposing the legal limitations of criminal terrorism codes. The aforementioned examples of vulnerabilities contribute to the unintended consequence of greater national insecurity. These issues negatively impact the government’s ability to collect, analyze, and leverage empirical data on radicalization to violence, acts of violent extremism, and terrorism. Given the relevance and reoccurrence of the challenges with the National Strategy and SIP, the differences between what the strategy implies should occur and what open-source information indicates is actually happening warrants examining these unintended consequences.

B. ENDANGERING DEMOCRACY

*The Federalist Papers*, written by James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, and John Jay, were one of the first efforts to propagate an American narrative by mobilizing Americans to stand behind a shared set of values and beliefs centered on a representational constitutional democracy with checks and balances. These philosophers and scholars, arguably violent extremists of their times, represent the foundation on which the United States was established. It is because these principles define the American narrative that our laws ultimately serve to protect, and violating them in the name of national security is in and of itself a threat to national security. These shared values are grounded in law and ensure limited government, checks and balances, due process, and equality regardless of religion, country of birth, and gender—among other liberties. Democracy is in danger because of the declining prioritization of these values. Racial profiling and stigmatization associated with CVE are dangerously testing and negatively affecting these fundamental values. While each adverse, unintended consequence this thesis identifies contains overlapping themes, this section explores the unintended consequences of racial profiling and stigma in the context of contributing to greater national insecurity.
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1. Racial Profiling in Counterterrorism

As the conflation of CVE and counterterrorism policy remains an issue, this thesis must include an examination of racial profiling as part of the unintended CVE consequences contributing to the endangerment of American democracy. It is the responsibility of the federal government to balance public safety and civil liberties, and the two are not mutually exclusive. In addition to violating Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, racial profiling also poses a threat to targeted communities as well as to law enforcement effectiveness.\(^{275}\) Rising violent hate crimes and continued public exposure of excessive federal, state, and local law enforcement screenings, searches, and detainments, as well as the higher proportions of minority incarceration, are all outcomes of racial profiling.\(^{276}\)

Two extinct security programs, the National Security Entry-Exit Registration System (NSEERS) and New York City’s Zone Assessment Unit, are examples of counterterrorism programs based on the racial profiling of American Arabs and American Muslims. These programs had no demonstrated or proven success in mitigating threats posed by terrorists. Even with the elimination of such programs, however, racially and ethnically motivated questions, such as “When did you become a Muslim?” “How do you know this contact?” (upon a mobile phone search), and “Which mosques do you attend?” are questions still permissible by federal investigators, airport security personnel, and border law enforcement officials.\(^{277}\) Perhaps such questioning would be a concern to the public if, as part of their efforts to mitigate violent extremists from entering or moving around the country, authorities were asking individuals if they attend the Westborough Baptist Church or Aryan Nation Church. Perhaps.


\(^{276}\) Glaser.

Despite Supreme Court rulings that racial profiling is unconstitutional based on equal protection laws, evidence that widespread use of racial profiling in counterterrorism and immigration law enforcement remains a misguided practice. As evident in the formative program analysis and exposure of unintended consequences, the U.S. CVE programming is arguably racially motivated and discriminatory by design. Current programming by DOJ, DHS, and the intelligence community remain disproportionately isolated on diverse, minority communities despite the rise in violent right-wing extremism. This fact does not go unnoticed by the very communities with which the government seeks to engage—especially as they are often the same targets of hate-inspired speech and attacks.

The literature review evaluating federal CVE efforts from the perspective of nongovernmental organizations, academia, and community-based practitioners demonstrated, to recap, the following concerns: the targeting of American Muslims and American Arabs, the securitizing of their communities, and the mirroring of international CVE efforts despite proven damaging and discriminatory results. Additionally, the lack of resources dedicated to preventing and countering domestic terrorism or violent extremism is an increasing threat to national security. Threats posed by domestic violent extremist movements are the greatest concern identified by law enforcement agencies nationwide and are statistically on the rise, further substantiating the ineffectiveness of racial profiling in CVE holistically. With essential community-based organizations mobilizing against federal CVE efforts (because of issues such as racial profiling and the lack of comprehensive federal terrorism laws), the USG’s ability to gain and sustain needed partnerships with credible voices in local communities is fractured. One such community-based campaign is TAKE ON HATE, a project of the National Network for Arab American Communities to stand against discrimination, stereotyping, and the fostering of distrust.
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within communities. This movement is specifically dedicated to using education and engagement to rise up against institutional discrimination, profiling, and bigotry. Since its inception, the TAKE ON HATE campaign has facilitated summits and issued public white papers on the harmful effects of CVE efforts in America.

Racial profiling is not simply a perception of U.S. CVE efforts, but a reality demonstrated in this research. Efforts are disturbingly close to infringing upon civil rights and constitutionally protected activity, and they contribute to an environment of increased isolation, fear, and discrimination against CVE communities of interest. It remains unclear in publicly available information how these challenges impact USG-funded efforts, such as the DHS CVE grants and DOJ/National Institute of Justice–funded efforts, or how the USG addresses them, if at all.

2. The Threat of Persistent Stigma

Stigma is defined as “the situation of the individual who is disqualified from full social acceptance,” wherein the virtual social identity of an individual may exist in the eyes of others before the actual social identity one holds presents itself. Stigma alters an individual’s social identity by cutting off the individual from society as a discredited person facing an unaccepting world. Especially in the context of the criminal justice system and process, stigma occurs when “elements of labeling, stereotyping, separation, status loss, and discrimination co-occur together in a power situation.”

Research on stigma—whether real, perceived, and/or anticipated—show that it is a complex social concept that can be categorized into three forms:
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• Structural (the institutional marginalization of groups through law and policy);
• Social (the public attitude and discriminatory behavior toward a group); and
• Self (the individual response to stigma, including internalizing the stigma to the point of accepting stereotypes as true).  

One similarity between all categories of stigma is the individual’s journey to belong to an in-group, or real group, which is defined by Erving Goffman as comprising individuals who are likely to have suffered the same deprivation because of shared stigma.  

The threat of self-stigma and the pattern of those similarly categorized to form an in-group alliance poses one of the greatest threats to the nation when applied in the context of unsuccessful counterterrorism efforts. Particularly vulnerable individuals are at risk of becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy by taking on the attributes of the assigned stigma, while concurrently looking for acceptance by their new in-group. Persistent stigma also threatens our democracy by leading to violations of free speech, due process, and equal protection statues in the First, Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments, respectively.  

U.S. CVE efforts are in line with other archaic post-9/11 counterterrorism and national security policies that disproportionately focus on a singular type of violent extremism. Minority communities, especially those of Mid- and Near-East, South Asian, and North African descendants and individuals perceived to be Muslim, are increasingly living in fear, uncertainty, and isolation after years of stigmatization as perceived terrorists. As discussed in the literature review, this fear is on the rise, as are hate-inspired incidents against American Muslims and American Arabs. For example, in 2015, there was a 150-percent rise in workplace discrimination against Muslims. In 2016, the
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FBI released new statistics that revealed 6,121 hate crime incidents, of which over 57 percent were motivated by race, ethnicity, or ancestry. Additionally, a recent FBI report indicates that hate crimes targeting Muslims and/or people believed to be Muslim grew by 67 percent between 2014 and 2015. In December 2015, following the Daesh-inspired attacks in Paris and San Bernardino, the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) recruiters sent flyers out to people in Alabama recruiting members and encouraging like-minded Americans to stop “The Spread of Islam” (see Figure 4).

![Figure 4. KKK’s Remake of a WWII Recruitment Poster](image)

More recently, examples of racial profiling and stigma have been perpetuated at the highest levels of authority. In November 2017, President Trump tweeted—to his 44 million followers—false videos of Muslims violently assaulting non-Muslims, inciting greater fear.

---
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and misinformation about Arabs, Muslims, and national security.\textsuperscript{293} Although the videos were discredited—and the perpetrator convicted in Britain of religious aggravated harassment—the videos were retweeted 10,000 times, and the White House stood by the president’s decision to share them. It said, “Whether it’s a real video, the threat is real and that is what the president is talking about.”\textsuperscript{294} Former KKK leader David Duke responded on social media by thanking God for President Trump, as he showed people “what the fake news media won’t.”\textsuperscript{295}

Another concerning stigma associated with terrorism is mental illness. Following an attack, invariably the mental health of the perpetrator is questioned, despite psychological studies confirming most terrorists are “quite normal.”\textsuperscript{296} Insofar as CVE efforts are stigmatizing targeted communities as being prone to terrorism and violence, the same is true for mental health communities. Undoubtedly, some violent extremists suffer from mental health and psychological problems, such as Ted Kaczynski (the Unabomber), and Fort Hood shooter Nidal Hassan. However, many other individuals categorized as terrorists, violent extremists, or lone wolves are normal by psychological standards, despite instability and extreme perspectives.\textsuperscript{297} In attempting to make sense of, or perhaps explain, the terrorist mindset, there is a tendency to lean toward a plausible explanation of mental health disorders.\textsuperscript{298}

Stigma conflating terrorism/violent extremism with mental health is damaging to the mental health community—as not all psychopathic individuals engage in violence—but it is also a common outlet for “aggressive and impulsive tendencies associated with the
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psychopath.” While it seems valid that an individual who commits murder and discriminate acts of violence must have some level of psychopathic tendencies, this argument is unfounded in research. In fact, research suggests terrorist groups avoid recruiting individuals with mental health issues, as they likely share the same stigmatized views of those with mental health as the rest of society; additionally, these individuals may be unreliable, difficult to work with, and pose a threat to the organization. Even in cases of lone-acting violent extremists, who are without a specific identity group and who tend to have a higher tendency toward psychopathic issues, mental health professionals remain unable to link specific diagnoses to motivation. The use of mental health disorders as a singular or overarching causation for violent extremism contributes to already pervasive stigma on the community and impedes violent extremist and terrorism prevention efforts.

The institutional, social, and self-fulfilling manifestations of stigma exemplified in this research as a result of CVE briefly demonstrates the impact on democracy, civil rights, and the fracturing of civil society. In this context, the fracturing of civil society is defined as sentiments of fear and mistrust that prevent individuals from meaningfully engaging with and being a part of civil society. As such, this thesis argues that a more relevant nexus between terrorism/violent extremism and mental health worthy of deeper research is the lasting, generational impacts of stigma in a community targeted by U.S. counterterrorism efforts, such as CVE.

C. THE STAIRCASE TO TERRORISM—AND TO GREATER NATIONAL INSECURITY

At the crux of this research is the conclusion that, despite any positive or intended outcomes of domestic CVE efforts between 2011 and the present, policies and programs are actually leading unintentionally to greater national insecurity. This section leverages the staircase to terrorism theory, developed by Dr. Fathali Moghaddam, to examine the
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ways in which the consequences of CVE efforts have led to this alarming conclusion, and how they will continue to spread at dangerous rates if not corrected.\textsuperscript{302} While the staircase to terrorism theory is the social science lens this thesis uses, it is certainly not the only research methodology that could be applied to understanding the radicalization-to-violence process and identifying unintended consequences.

In 2011, Michael King and Donald Taylor, as part of a RAND study, reviewed five different theories and social psychological models found in literature and attempted to bring them together to represent the process of radicalization to violence.\textsuperscript{303} Understanding why individuals radicalized to violence—versus the kinetic understating of how they commit acts of violence—is an essential yet marginalized part of counterterrorism. Focusing on the tactical ways in which individuals journey toward criminality and ultimately radicalize to violence is an understandable approach for law enforcement to take to counterterrorism when the mitigation strategy is grounded in law enforcement intervention and the criminal justice system. When the focus of counterterrorism is prevention, however, the sociopsychological factors influencing the individual’s decision making and journey toward criminality require far greater attention.

In their research on the radicalization-to-violence process, King and Taylor evaluate five separate theories found in literature, one of which is Moghadam’s staircase to terrorism.\textsuperscript{304} Although this thesis specifically applies findings to the staircase to terrorism model, it recognizes that any single model or combination of other models will arguably draw similar results. For example, King and Taylor also explore Marc Sageman’s four-phase approach, based on cognitive and situational factors.\textsuperscript{305} This research loosely applies unintended consequences of CVE efforts to Sageman’s model—which emphasizes the psychological mobilization processes through which interactions with like-minded
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people, based on perceptions of moral violations—and yields the same result: the unintended consequences of current CVE policy and programs are contributing to various sociopsychological factors associated with individuals’ radicalization to violent extremism.306 Simply put, when examined through the lens of social science, CVE efforts are having the exact opposite impact on society of their intended purpose.

The staircase to terrorism theory, shown in Figure 5, provides one perspective on individuals’ radicalization to violence using a metaphor of a staircase. The fundamental importance of this theory is not simply the number of floors (or stages) in the process (Moghaddam identifies five) but rather the “decision tree” factor of behavior and perception of options afforded to the individuals during escalation.307 According to Moghaddam, as people climb the staircase, they see fewer and fewer choices available to them “until the only possible outcome is destruction of others, or oneself, or both.”308

The ground floor of the staircase is where individuals engage in a comparative analysis and become aware of their own circumstances. They determine the relative deprivation of their own circumstance compared to others, though a process called egotistical deprivation. Similarly, relative deprivation of their in-group, as compared to someone else’s in-group, is called fraternal deprivation.309 In either form, the result is that, without effective redress to the perceived deprivation, people are more likely to move up the staircase. The unintended consequences of CVE efforts, previously identified, include vulnerabilities in the national strategic plan, legal limitations to addressing domestic terrorism, the discrepancy in word and deed by failing to address all forms of violent extremism, and the endangerment of democracy through racial profiling and the stigmatization of targeted communities. These findings provide substantial grounds for sentiments of relative deprivation by communities and the individuals within them, thus putting them at risk for embarking up the staircase.

306 King and Taylor, 608.
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The majority of people with feelings of relative deprivation, marginalization, and/or discontent do not embark on a violently radical path and essentially remain on the first floor while they seek resolution. The space between the first and second floors is where CVE prevention and intervention programming resides. Moghaddam argues it is on the second floor that individuals begin to focus on a target, which is where displaced aggression manifests. This displaced aggression is a result of a feeling of powerlessness to address and improve the source of grievances related to relative deprivation.311
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Without a means to intervene and rectify displaced aggression, an individual’s escalation to the third and fourth floors is probable. In an oversimplification of the next level, on the third floor the individual begins to morally disengage from society, increasing the distinction between self and the “enemy” and considering radical, though not necessarily violent, ideas to counter the injustice.\textsuperscript{312} It is at this point that the individual is more vulnerable to skilled recruiters seeking prey for terror-inspired movements. As Sageman’s theory suggests, the application of one’s situational factor, or the individual’s mental state (not mental health), experiences, and beliefs feed into existing social identity issues, making some more susceptible than others to terror recruitment and violent radicalization.\textsuperscript{313} The third floor also focuses on moral engagement with the terror organization in terms of giving legitimacy to the terror organization’s mission.\textsuperscript{314}

On the fourth and fifth floors the radicalization process becomes increasingly dangerous; individuals begin to narrow their options for resolution and determine that violence is a viable means to right the wrong being committed.\textsuperscript{315} Once individuals have climbed to the fourth floor, there is little to no opportunity to leave. More than any physical impediment to leaving, new recruits are heavily socialized into the traditions, tactics, and goals of the terrorist organization.\textsuperscript{316} The powerful psychological effects of this new in-group lead to a perception that the narrowed options for amelioration, other than committing acts of violence against civilians—and often themselves—are considerably fewer than they truly are.

The fifth floor is where the act of violence is ultimately carried out. In the final stages, conformity and obedience are the psychological motivations contributing to violence, according to King and Taylor.\textsuperscript{317} Moghaddam explains that two essential
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psychological processes occur in this phase that essentially eliminate any inhibitory mechanisms. The first is social categorization, wherein individuals fully understand civilians to be the enemy and part of the out-group. This is underscored by the second phase, which exaggerates the differences between the in-group and the out-group, known as logical distance.\textsuperscript{318} When considering the influence of conformity and obedience in conjunction with the previously discussed psychological implications of stigmatization, it is more easily understood how inhibitory mechanisms are removed from the equation. This finding does not fully consider the impact of situational factors, the potential for mental health issues, the role of technology in facilitating recruitment, or operational terrorist activity.

One of the most telling results from leveraging the staircase to terrorism theory is that it empirically demonstrates the main fallacy with current CVE practices: that efforts are best implemented by law enforcement. Neither the first nor the second levels of the staircase require the individual to carry out any criminal acts. It is only on the upper-level floors where a legal argument for law enforcement intervention can apply. Efforts by law enforcement to engage in prevention, prior to any actual criminal activity, contribute to the ineffectiveness of CVE efforts.

D. CONCLUSION

While the purpose of CVE programming is to prevent individuals from embarking on the metaphorical staircase, the comprehensive analysis of CVE policy, practice, and feedback in this thesis reveals that the unintended consequences may encourage—rather than counter—violent extremism. If the USG does not immediately recognize and reverse the problems with existing domestic CVE policy and programming, federal efforts may be putting vulnerable individuals from communities targeted by domestic CVE efforts on a pathway to violence.

\textsuperscript{318} Moghaddam, “The Staircase to Terrorism” (2007), 75.
V. CONCLUSION

One of the great mistakes is to judge policies and programs by their intentions rather than their results.

Milton Friedman319

This thesis has studied the adverse, unintended consequences of U.S. CVE efforts to explore their effectiveness as part of the nation’s counterterrorism mission to prevent violent extremism. Unintended consequences are neither easily proven nor applied regularly in social science. The ultimate goal for this research is to provide a constructive contribution toward the shared CVE mission, and this chapter specifically serves to unite the problem with research that empirically substantiates or disproves the hypothesis. To do so, this chapter summarizes the problem, research, and analytical methodologies that empirically substantiate the hypothesis. This concluding chapter also offers data-driven recommendations to improve CVE efforts moving forward. It is worth repeating that the adverse, unintended consequences identified in this thesis do not suggest the absence of any positive outcomes. Rather, as also mentioned, this thesis argues that the consequences are so damaging and pervasive that they unfortunately cannot be offset by positive, intended outcomes.

A. RESEARCH SUMMARY

Violent extremism in America is no longer an unfamiliar threat. It has become a familiar complexity in the highly political and divisive nature of U.S. counterterrorism and national security policy. This thesis hypothesized that, since 2011—with the implementation of the National Strategy, including updated guidance in 2016—the adverse, unintended consequences of CVE efforts in the United States have made the intended strategy goals unachievable. The hypothesis further projects that USG efforts to operationalize the National Strategy through the SIP are resulting in greater national

insecurity by contributing to various sociopsychological incubators of recruitment and radicalization to violent extremism. The research herein has proven this hypothesis correct.

To create a comprehensive foundation of publicly available information from which to identify the unintended consequences, the researcher first evaluated existing CVE strategies and approaches. The result—an extensive literature review—catalogued previously dispersed, anecdotal narratives from a broad range of individuals and organizations into a single data set. Next, the researcher conducted a comparative case study analysis of the Commonwealth of Australia, which has been developing, evaluating, and revising similar CVE programming longer than the United States; the maturity of these findings offer credible lessons learned for U.S. strategy and approaches. The researcher applied these findings to Moghaddam’s staircase to terrorism theory to identify the consequences of domestic CVE efforts.320 This multifaceted approach exposed impacts to CVE-targeted communities and determined CVE efforts’ effectiveness—or ineffectiveness—as part of the national security strategy.

No research is without limitations. Two noteworthy limitations of this research include the deliberate use of only open-source information and the specific use or omission of terms commonly associated with CVE efforts. Leveraging only open-source information was an intentional design element, as it exposed both the quantity and quality of authoritative information. This offers public officials managing CVE programs a better understanding of how and why public perception about CVE exists as it does, and offers opportunities to improve information sharing. Additionally, information free from government “For Official Use Only,” “Sensitive but Unclassified,” or “Law Enforcement Sensitive” restrictions ensures the widest dissemination and critique of this research. Both are necessary if this research is to be a constructive contribution toward national security and counterterrorism policy improvements. As for the deliberate inclusion or omission of terminology and case studies commonly associated with studies on violent extremism, Chapter I extensively explained this intentional design element. Examples include:

- Using the term Daesh rather than ISIS
- Avoiding religious terms such as Salafi and jihad
- Leveraging existing definitions of terrorism and violent extremism instead of redefining these debated concepts
- Eliminating Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates as comparative case study candidates despite extensive literature available on their programs.

Finally, a core theme contributing to the findings is validation of the *words matter* platitude and disparity between word and deed in CVE policy and programming. Careful word choice speaks to the integrity and intent of this work.

B. FINDINGS

The research determined an overarching conclusion, as previously mentioned: that U.S. CVE practices have resulted in greater national insecurity. This thesis explored adverse, unintended consequences within two organizational themes: inherent vulnerabilities in the *National Strategy* and flawed execution of the *SIP* that endanger core democratic principles. Not only is the United States failing to address the actual evolving threat of violent extremism, but in its attempt to do so, it could also be pushing marginalized individuals further along the complex journey toward radicalization to violent extremism.

CVE efforts are plagued by inherent strategic and implementation vulnerabilities. Such challenges include a lack information on the status and/or outcome of the three-city pilot initiative and future of the CVE Task Force. There is little publicly available information on the role that non-law enforcement–centered federal agencies play in CVE programming, such as the Department of Education and the Department of Health and Human Services. Additionally, a significant gap in the foundation of CVE is the lack of priority on rehabilitation and reintegration of incarcerated and recently released inmates who were charged with material support to terrorism. The evidence also suggests a lack of attention on domestic terrorism and domestic violent extremism in CVE programming,
despite rhetoric suggesting its importance. In part because of the absence of federal domestic terrorism criminal statues, the divisive socio-political ideologies that drive national security agendas in the United States appear to play a large role. For instance, the 2016 iterations of the CVE National Strategy and SIP fail to address the liability around incarceration issues or domestic terrorism.³²¹ More so, as discussed at length in the literature review, the 2016 update has drawn heavy criticism for not reflecting three main areas: stakeholder and researcher feedback from community-based individuals and organizations involved with CVE, updated research on the social psychology of violent extremism published after 2011, and preventing all types of violent extremism consistent with threat data.

The disparity between word and deed in terms of U.S. efforts to prevent all forms of violent extremism is perhaps the most essential inherent vulnerability in U.S. CVE efforts. There is little evidence that current efforts seek to prevent radicalization to violence from actors outside the Muslim community, or inspired by Daesh or Al-Qaeda. CVE efforts neither identify nor prioritize individuals inspired by domestic violent extremist organizations or ideologies. This decision contradicts the concerns expressed by law enforcement agencies and communities implementing the national CVE strategy nationwide, as established in Chapter IV. It also most significantly contributes to the systemic and institutional racial profiling and stigmatization issues addressed throughout this thesis.

DHS’s decision in July 2017 to revoke CVE grant funding from organizations that use nonsecuritized (or non-law enforcement–centered) methods and that focus on sociopsychological approaches to prevent all forms of violent extremism only exacerbated this vulnerability.³²² An absence of publicly available information on the USG CVE decision-making process only further opens the aperture for anti-CVE narratives. These intrinsic issues contribute to greater national insecurity by misidentifying actual violent

³²¹ Executive Office of the President, National Strategy (2011); Executive Office of the President, Strategic Implementation Plan (2016).
³²² Hansler, “DHS Shifts Focus of Funding.”
extremist threats, leading to the misappropriation of federal risk-mitigation funds and the alienation of the very stakeholders charged in the *National Strategy* as the center of the whole-of-society solution to violent extremism.

Another theme encapsulated by the adverse, unintended consequences is the danger to democracy. This research demonstrates the ways in which CVE is, or appears to be, encroaching on the shared values of limited government, right to privacy, due process, and equality among protected classes. The inherent vulnerabilities in the U.S. CVE strategy and approach feed into racial profiling and stigmas. These findings are all disconcertingly interrelated. Racial profiling as a contentious element of U.S. policy did not begin with CVE, but this research demonstrates how it has unequivocally intensified issues of systemic racism in America. The lasting sociopsychological impacts of racial profiling and stigma on individuals within communities targeted by CVE efforts contributes to the endangerment of democracy.

Literature on stigma reveals little difference between real, perceived, or anticipated stigma as it pertains to impact on the stigmatized individual. As an unintended consequence of CVE efforts, the distinction matters even less. The way that stigmatized individuals respond to societal categorization is of specific concern to CVE. Through a complex, individualized process, self-stigma suggests individuals may adopt the psychology and behavior of the *virtual social identity group* to which they have been assigned as part of their search for a social identity group.\(^{323}\) Similar to racial profiling, stigma threatens democracy by leading to violations of equal protection statutes and providing substance for developing and fostering sentiments of relative deprivation.\(^{324}\) This thesis explains the destructive and lasting generational effect to individuals who believe persistent and systemic stigma has infringed on their rights and on the democratic principles on which the nation relies as a contributing threat to national security.

The principal finding of this research—achieved through a holistic identification of unintended consequences analyzed through Moghaddam’s staircase to terrorism—is that

\(^{323}\) Moore, Stuewig, and Tangney, “Jail Inmates’ Perceived and Anticipated Stigma.”

\(^{324}\) Glaser, *Suspect Race*, 123.
the adverse, unintended consequences of CVE efforts act as drivers toward an individual’s complex journey of becoming a violent extremist. Chapter IV explains that although the majority of people with feelings of relative deprivation, marginalization, or discontent do not become violent extremists, the persistent and deteriorating conditions leading to those sentiments catapult vulnerable individuals toward path of radicalization to violence. While provocative and alarming, a key finding of this research is that CVE efforts are arguably doing more harm to national security efforts.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS

This thesis offers a foundation for reconstituting CVE strategy and for providing risk mitigation and national security improvements. The recommendations in this section discuss both what the USG should and should not do as part of the improvement process. However, before implementing the recommendations and above all else, it is essential for the USG to fundamentally shift two national security principles. First, the federal government must emphasize in both rhetoric and practice its commitment to balanced public safety and civil liberties; the two are not mutually exclusive. Second, the federal government must assess the threat to national security thorough a comprehensive and bipartisan geopolitical lens. Despite current ideological and political propaganda, data from the last forty-one years shows that the chance of someone dying in a terror attack on U.S. soil at the hands of a foreign-born individual is 1 in 3.6 million, while the chance of being killed by a foreign-born refugee, specifically, is 1 in 3.6 billion. As such, current public policy that conflates criminal violent extremist and terrorist activity with partisan, civil immigration reform as part of national security policy is increasing the nation’s vulnerability.

(1) What Not to Do

When it comes to CVE specifically, the first recommendation is something the USG should not do: maintain the CVE status quo. Doing so will perpetuate more harm than good; it will continue to incubate violent extremist radicalization. There is little publicly available information that explains the Trump administration’s decision to either terminate or sustain the White House CVE Task Force mission through which DHS and DOJ receive strategic guidance and oversight. This lack of clear guidance, combined with divisive sociopolitical and ideological content from individuals within this administration (as discussed in Chapters II and IV), makes the notion of continued status-quo programming gravely concerning.

Additionally, the USG should not replace the term countering violent extremism with revised language without addressing the very issues that substantiate the name change. Anonymous government sources have reported discussion among the Trump administration about changing CVE to “countering Islamic extremism.” It is inadvisable to institute a new, inflammatory title that excludes all types of violent extremism. Such a change would exacerbate the consequences of current CVE efforts, along with sentiments of relative deprivation—as proven by lessons learned from international partners. While a new, Islam-centered title would more appropriately reflect the apparent interest of current CVE efforts, it does little to accomplish the terrorism prevention mission. That said, so long as the USG fails to establish legal statute criminalizing domestic terrorism and designating domestic terrorist organizations, a generic terrorism prevention rename would also be inconsequential.

(2) What to Do

The following four recommendations (listed in no particular order) explain what the USG can do to improve CVE. While the recommendations are individually important, they are also codependent for maximum overall success.

---
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The first recommendation is to restructure CVE efforts such that policies and programs are evidence-based. Employing credible information as the foundation for strategic policy and planning would ensure data-driven decision making and the appropriate allocation of resources to threat mitigation.

Second, Congress must establish a federal criminal statute for domestic terrorism. Despite the PATRIOT Act’s enhanced definition of domestic terrorism—allowing for additional investigative freedom and stricter sentencing guidelines for convicted individuals—there remains no federal criminal domestic terrorism statute. It is unclear why Congress has yet to take on the issue of domestic terror. While this unknown provides an opportunity for future research, it also provides an opening for individual agendas to shape and propagate narratives. For example, some hypothesize that there remains no federal criminal domestic terrorism statute because adding such a statute would likely result in the classification of certain domestic hate groups as terrorist organizations. Such a change in public policy would certainly be of concern for publicly elected officials who have personal, professional, and economic ties to these organizations.

Third, and importantly, the government must fundamentally restructure its CVE programming to prioritize prevention over intervention. An informed and resilient community is one that is well positioned to prevent, respond to, and recover from natural and manmade threats and disasters, such as hurricanes and gang activity, respectively. Just as whole-of-community approaches are used to foster security and resiliency, they should be applied to preventing violent extremists from grooming and recruiting vulnerable individuals. Prevention focuses on building resilience through community-led programs supported (economically and otherwise) by all levels of government and social services. New CVE policies should reflect the social psychology of gang recruitment tactics and apply prevention best practices before individuals ever enter the criminal justice system. Rather than focusing on the tactical means by which radicalized individuals commit acts of violence, the key to prevention is focusing on the sociopsychological factors of why individuals radicalize to violence at all.

Finally, this thesis recommends that the USG redevelop its CVE strategy to mandate and resource non-security-focused federal agencies, such as the Department of
Health and Human Services rather than the Department of Justice, to engage in the rehabilitation and reintegration process of incarcerated and released prisoners with related convictions. This goal further justifies the need for a criminal domestic terrorism statute to identify and capture needed metrics accurately. This recommendation includes requiring the DOJ and Bureau of Prisons to disclose personally identifiable information on incarcerated and recently released individuals, and grant federal agencies and/or federally funded organizations access to those still in prison. Successful execution of this recommendation would also require the USG to create a standard lexicon of terms, such that policymakers and those implementing policy work through the conflation of complex and/or divisive terminology and use terms appropriately. Extensive training for these practitioners is also required to ensure they understand the constitutionally protected rights and liberties of the individuals they engage, regardless of their criminal history.

D. CONCLUSION

Current CVE efforts in the United States serve as a strong example of the ends not justifying the means. In this case, the research shows that the means are actually contradicting the intended outcomes by enhancing the threat of violent extremism. While the purpose of CVE programming is to prevent individuals from ascending the metaphorical staircase to terrorism, a comprehensive analysis of CVE policy and practice reveals that the adverse, unintended consequences may actually push vulnerable individuals toward radicalization to violence.

Credible nongovernmental organizations with which the USG seeks to partner are returning federal grant funding out of fear of disingenuous intentions and alienating their constituents; this shows that relationships between government and nongovernmental entities, for the purpose of preventing terrorism, are moving in the wrong direction. The Trump administration has produced little publicly available information evaluating the National Strategy implementation, including its successes. However, in its April 2017 report to congressional requestors, the GAO determined that the government has achieved only nineteen of the forty-four tasks outlined in the SIP and that it cannot be determined if
the United States is “better off today as a result of its CVE efforts than it was in 2011.”

By analyzing open-source information, this research furthers the GAO finding by demonstrating that the United States is, in fact, not better off; it is actually less secure as a result of CVE efforts.

This GAO report is but one example of how the federal government’s communication on national security strategies is worsening. Both remaining post-9/11 public policy and recent conflation of counterterrorism and immigration reform have further highlighted CVE as an ineffective means of reducing the threat. Refugees, asylum seekers, and other immigrants of Mid- and Near-East, South Asian, and North African descent remain the target of discriminatory public policy (or public policy attempts) more now than ever. Discussed at length in Chapter IV, the violent extremist threat from domestic hate groups far surpasses the threat from self-identified Muslims. As the GAO reported in 2017, violent far-right extremist attacks were the most prevalent type of violent extremism during ten out of the fifteen years of study since 9/11.

Nonetheless, the Trump administration released a presidential executive order in 2017 that temporarily banned all refugees and suspicious travelers from seven Muslim-majority countries from entering the United States; this is a prime example of U.S. policy reacting to politics and perception instead of intelligence reports and data-driven threat information. Further evidence of this is President Trump’s October 22, 2018, tweet in which he made false, racist, and stigmatizing propaganda that “criminals and unknown Middle Easterners” were partaking in a group of asylum seekers traveling to the United States through the southern border. Furthermore, even if these asylum seekers and refugees had been of Middle Eastern origin, the implication of an inherent national security
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threat is xenophobic and unfounded. To date, no refugees accepted in the United States have been implicated in a terrorist attack. Most terrorist attacks in the United States have been at the hands of born or naturalized citizens, or legal permanent residents originally from countries not identified in the presidential executive order.333 For the first time since immediately after the 9/11 attacks, research shows the quality of life for American Muslims and American Arabs is substantially worsening.334 Instances of Anti-Muslim and Anti-Arab sentiments, targeted hate speech, and hate crime activity increased 67 percent between 2014 and 2016.335 Furthermore, despite government reports of Daesh foreign fighter recruitment efforts steadily declining since 2015, reducing the foreign fighter threat remains a national security priority.336 Meanwhile, domestic gang recruitment—from nearly 33,000 known violent street, motorcycle, and prison gangs already totaling more than 1.4 million people—is on the rise.337

Probabilistic-based national security versus catastrophic or risk-based national security is not a new concept. When applied to national security risk in the context of this research, however, an even stronger case is made for legally redefining terrorism and fundamentally redeveloping counterterrorism strategies in the United States. While undoubtedly a more difficult task, this thesis argues that an alternate approach to improve national security efforts more consistently and holistically is to prioritize policy and resources toward probable, rather than improbable, security incidents, despite a potentially more catastrophic outcome.

The culmination of all the adverse, unintended consequences identified in this thesis has led to the conclusion that CVE efforts are exacerbating—and even contributing to—factors that push marginalized individuals toward a path to violent extremism, thus

333 Nowrasteh, *Terrorism and Immigration*.
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making the nation less secure. The threat of the USG contributing to sociopsychological
drivers of radicalization to violence is real. Recognizing this, and improving national
security policy and the CVE strategy, is not simply an act of pontification. As proven in
this research, reform is an urgent responsibility of publicly elected officials and civil
servants alike.
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